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Chapter 1 
Characterization of the Spring Mountains National Recreation Area 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS 
The Spring Mountains National Recreation Area (Spring Mountains NRA) encompasses 
approximately 316,000 acres of National Forest System lands managed by the U.S.D.A. 
Forest Service (Forest Service), the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest, located between 
the City of Las Vegas and Town of Pahrump in Clark and Nye Counties in southern 
Nevada (Figure 1-1). Located just outside of the Las Vegas Valley, the Spring Mountains 
NRA provides high elevation recreation opportunities away from the desert for residents 
as well as visitors to the area. The isolation of high mountain peaks and deep canyons 
also provides important habitat for many unique plant and animal species. 

The purpose of this document is to describe, analyze, and assess the success of Forest 
Service goals (see section 5.1) for managing the Spring Mountains NRA. These goals 
can be paraphrased as follows: 

• Manage for a healthy ecosystem that provides for functioning habitats and plant 
and animal species viability and maintains the biological diversity of the Spring 
Mountains NRA. As defined within this document, management goals for healthy 
ecosystem functioning are those actions and results that maintain and promote 
long-term habitat that provides for the conservation (i.e. viability) of the many 
special plant and animal species. 

• Manage for recreational, scenic, historic, cultural, and other social values that 
provide for a variety of opportunities for, and enjoyment of present and future 
generations to the Spring Mountains NRA. Management goals include the 
maintenance of existing values as well as the creation of current and future social 
(e.g. recreation) and economic opportunities.  

The guiding document used by the Forest Service that will be referenced to accomplish 
this “landscape analysis” is the Ecosystem Analysis at the Watershed Scale: Federal 
Guide for Watershed Analysis (EAWS 1995). This evaluation will provide context for 
determining future habitat protection, restoration, enhancement, and social opportunities. 

1.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SPRING MOUNTAINS NRA 
This chapter provides a characterization of the physical, biological, and social aspects of 
the Spring Mountains NRA. The characterization includes an overview of the physical 
setting, species and habitats, history and trends of human use, and biological and 
human use management framework, with special emphasis on the unique 
characteristics and management challenges of the Spring Mountains NRA. The purpose 
of the characterization is to identify and quantify the dominant processes and features of 
the landscape that affect ecosystem functions or conditions. Reviewing the key 
landscape elements of the Spring Mountains NRA that make it special from a human 
use and ecological perspective provides the context for identifying the key elements and 
management questions to be addressed in the analysis. 

Nearly all of the dominant landscape features and ecosystem processes of the Spring 
Mountains NRA are shaped or influenced by the “sky island” nature of the range. The 
Spring Mountains rise to an elevation of nearly 12,000 feet from the desert floor of 
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southern Nevada. This sky island ecosystem lies within a broad transition zone between 
the hotter, southern Mojave Desert and the cooler, northern Great Basin Desert, and has 
been isolated from similar mountain ranges for the last 10,000 years. All these elements 
have helped create a unique, high elevation refuge within the Spring Mountains for plant 
and animal species as well as for humans. 

 
Mt. Charleston Ski Resort Area, January 27, 2006 
 

2.0 DOMINANT PHYSICAL PROCESSES AND FEATURES 

2.1 GEOGRAPHY 
The Spring Mountains NRA includes some of the tallest mountain peaks in southern 
Nevada, and defines the west side of the Las Vegas Valley within Clark County. The 
mountains extend approximately 45 miles in a northwest direction from near the south 
end of the City of Las Vegas to the Town of Pahrump in Nye County near the Nevada-
California border. The eastern slopes of the Spring Mountains Range are included within 
the 197,000-acre Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area managed by the 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM), which borders the entire length of the east side of 
the Spring Mountains NRA (Figure 1-1). 
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Figure 1-1 Vicinity Map - Spring Mountains National Recreation Area 
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Figure 1-1 BACK 
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The Spring Mountains were named for the abundance of springs and seeps found in the 
area, of which more than 80 have been named. The range divides the Amargosa River 
Basin into two valleys, which includes the Pahrump Valley, and the Las Vegas Valley, 
which drains into the Colorado River. With more than 8,000 feet of vertical relief, the 
Spring Mountains extend from just over 3,000 feet in elevation in the adjoining valleys to 
11,918 feet at Charleston Peak. Only three other mountains in Nevada reach a greater 
elevation than Charleston Peak; the closest of these peaks is Boundary Peak, which is 
the highest point in Nevada at 13,140 feet elevation and is located approximately 
185 miles northwest of the Spring Mountains.  

 
Aerial View of the Spring Mountains from the South 
 

2.2 GEOLOGY 
High peaks and ridges characterize the Spring Mountains Range, with steep slopes 
relative to the surrounding valleys (Hershey 1989). The primary landforms in the Spring 
Mountains NRA include mountain slopes and ridges, rolling uplands, colluvial and 
alluvial fans, floodplains (arroyos), ephemeral and perennial streams, riparian areas, and 
springs (Nachlinger and Reese 1996). Most of the main canyons are formed along fault 
zones or areas of weakness caused by tectonic movement (Maxey and Jameson 1948). 
Alluvial fans developed at lower elevations and dip away from the mountain block, the 
boundary of which is marked by an abrupt change in slope (Hershey 1989). 

The high elevations of the northern two-thirds of the Spring Mountains are composed of 
jagged vertical limestone cliffs (Longwell et al. 1965). The Wilson Cliffs, located on the 
southeast side of the range, are comprised of permeable formations covered by a thrust 
plate of carbonate rock (Longwell et al. 1965). High cliffs adjacent to active washes are 
made of cemented gravels and conduct water from the high range to underground 
aquifers (Longwell et al. 1965) within adjacent valleys. The southern third of the Spring 
Mountains NRA is lower overall, and the sedimentary section is much thinner than that in 
the north (Longwell et al. 1965). Long alluvial slopes extend from the high elevations 
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between ridges of bedrock along the roads to Cold Creek, Kyle Canyon, and Lee 
Canyon (Longwell et al. 1965). 

Past mining activities in the Spring Mountains included prospecting and mining for lead, 
zinc, and gold. Today, 13 mine pits, 9 mineshafts, and 56 mine prospects are found on 
the Spring Mountains NRA. Together with the 33 known caves and tunnels, these areas 
provide unique habitats. 

2.3 SOILS 
A variety of soils occupy the Spring Mountains NRA due to the differences in parent 
materials, climate differences throughout the range, and biotic influences. Soils in the 
Spring Mountains NRA are derived from parent material composed mainly of limestone 
and dolomite, with additional shale, sandstone, and quartzite components (Maxey and 
Jameson 1948). Soil particles are coarse to large at higher elevations where parent 
material is actively breaking away and eroding. Soil particle size decreases at lower 
elevations as weathering and other biogeochemical processes continue. 

The three soil orders that make up the majority of soils found in the Spring Mountains 
NRA are Aridisols, Mollisols, and Entisols (NRCS 2005). Aridisols are defined as dry 
soils characterized as having no plant available water for more than 50% of the year 
(Brady and Weil 2002), and dominate basin and lowland areas within the Spring 
Mountains NRA (Lato and Merkler 2005). Mollisols accumulate calcium-rich organic 
matter, largely from the root systems, and occupy the higher elevations (Brady and Weil 
2002). Entisols lack distinct subsurface diagnostic horizons within one meter of the soil 
surface, and are found both on alluvial depositional areas where horizons do not easily 
form, and on the alluvial fans and well-drained basins (Brady and Weil 2002). 

The biological soil crust is found at the surface in the open spaces between plants in 
most arid ecosystems (Belnap et al. 2001). Biological soil crusts are a mosaic of 
cyanobacteria, green algae, lichens, mosses, microfungi, and other bacteria (Belnap et 
al. 2001). The cyanobacterial and microfungal filaments hold soil particles in place, 
reducing soil loss from wind and water erosion (Belnap and Gillette 1998). Additionally, 
biological soil crusts function as living mulch by retaining soil moisture and discouraging 
annual weed growth (Belnap et al. 2001). Certain species of cyanobacteria and lichens 
fix atmospheric nitrogen, and are often the primary nitrogen source for higher plants 
(Evans and Ehleringer 1993; Belnap 2002). In the Spring Mountains NRA, biological soil 
crusts primarily occur at the lower elevations ranging from desert scrub up through 
pinyon-juniper vegetation communities. 

2.4 HYDROLOGY 
The Spring Mountains NRA is divided into two distinct hydrogeographic areas: the west 
side, which drains into the central region of the Great Basin; and, the eastern slopes that 
flow into the Colorado River via the Las Vegas Wash (Hershey 1989). The carbonate 
terrain conducts ground water between basins (Hershey 1989). Local aquifers that reach 
the surface are divided into three types: 1) mountain-bedrock aquifers, 2) alluvial apron 
aquifers, and 3) valley-fill aquifers (Hershey 1989). The mountain-bedrock aquifer lies 
beneath the alluvial apron aquifers and the valley-fill aquifers, and consists 
predominantly of three layers of Paleozoic carbonate rocks that outcrop in portions of the 
Spring Mountains NRA with varying levels of porosity. The alluvial apron aquifers 
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originate high in the mountain range as alluvial fans, and slope down to, and prograde 
into, the valley-fill aquifers. The alluvial apron aquifers readily acquire recharge from 
snowmelt, flash floods, and upward flow from the bedrock aquifer (Plume 1985). The 
valley-fill aquifers are composed of fine-grained sand, silt, and clay, which may be 
interbedded with fine-grained playa deposits and Pleistocene lakebed deposits 
(Malmberg 1965). 

Water moving laterally from aquifers to the surface forms the numerous springs and 
seeps found scattered throughout the Spring Mountains (Hershey 1989). Over 
100 springs were surveyed in the Spring Mountains in 1995 and 1997 (Sada and 
Nachlinger 1998; Purser 2002). Seasonal precipitation from snow and thundershowers 
recharge aquifers and provide most of the water to the springs (Hershey 1989). Water 
discharge from springs varies with some springs drying yearly, some disappearing only 
after extended droughts, and others flowing continuously (Sada et al. 2005). The few 
perennial streams that exist within the Spring Mountains NRA are associated with large 
springs and/or spring complexes that have enough output to maintain flow throughout 
the year (Hughes 1966). Perennial or near-perennial streams and/or springs on the NRA 
include Carpenter Canyon, Clark Canyon, Cold Creek, Deer, McFarland, Santa Cruz, 
Sawmill, and Willow (Maxey and Jameson 1948; Nachlinger and Reese 1996). 

Most of the streams in the Spring Mountains are ephemeral in nature (Harden 1998) 
(Figure 1-2). Surface water flows in channels and washes following a precipitation event 
and often quickly disappears into the alluvium or evaporates (Maxey and Jameson 
1948). Some streams and their associated spring sources display intermittent 
characteristics, i.e., they discharge large quantities of water in the spring but dry up by 
the fall. These include Big Timber, Cougar, Ninety-Nine, and Younts (Maxey and 
Jameson 1948; USFS 2003). 

Natural floodplain development is limited due to highly permeable substrates, narrow 
canyons, and a lack of consistent water supplies to streams. The steep nature of the 
streams within the Spring Mountains periodically results in extremely violent floods 
(Maxey and Jameson 1948). These floods wash considerable amounts of coarse 
sediment down the canyons, and cause severe erosion of stream channels (Cole and 
Thompson 1970). 

2.5 CLIMATE 
The topographic relief of the Spring Mountains has a profound effect on the climate. In 
the valleys surrounding the Spring Mountains, the climate is typical of the Mojave 
Desert, where summer temperatures often exceed 105° Fahrenheit (F) and winter 
temperatures only occasionally drop below freezing (32°F) (Barry and Chorley 1998). 
With increasing elevation gain in the mountains, temperatures are cooler and average 
annual precipitation increases (Sowell 2001). At the Kyle Canyon Ranger Station, which 
is located at an elevation of 7,165 feet, the annual average temperature is 50.7°F 
(Hershey 1989; WRCC 2005). Precipitation data for the Spring Mountains NRA clearly 
show the variation in precipitation is most strongly associated with elevation. The highest 
elevation (i.e., the summit of Mt. Charleston) receives nearly 23 inches of precipitation 
annually compared to 7 to 9 inches at the lowest elevations within the Spring Mountains 
NRA (SWCA 2005b). Due to the influence of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, the eastern 
slopes of the Spring Mountains receive greater precipitation than the western slopes as 
cold winter storms move moist Pacific air eastward (Barry and Chorley 1998). This is 
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evident by the highest precipitation zone being slightly offset eastward from the peaks 
and ridgelines; and, as a result, the denser forest stands occur on the east side of the 
mountains. 

Generally, winter storms tend to be of low intensity and long duration, and cover large 
areas at a time, allowing precipitation to percolate down through the soil profile and 
recharge aquifers (WRCC 2005). During most years, there is heavy snow accumulation 
in the upper elevations, where avalanches on the steep slopes are frequent. As winter 
turns to spring, high-pressure develops off the California coast and moves south, 
creating dry westerly to southwesterly winds prior to the onset of the summer monsoons, 
which are highly variable but generally begin about the end of June and last until mid-
September (Barry and Chorley 1998). Moisture derived from the Gulf of California 
triggers convective summer rainstorms that are often localized and of short duration and 
high intensity, and generally accompanied by concentrated lightning activity. 

2.6 HERITAGE 
Heritage resources are a part of the landscape and as such the Spring Mountains NRA 
of the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest has determined that one way to consider these 
resources is through the building of heritage resource sensitivity models within a 
Geographic Information System (GIS). These models identify areas of potential past 
human use, with particular focus on prehistoric time periods. 

2.6.1 Spring Mountains Modeling Assumptions 
The Spring Mountains NRA is the richest landscape modeled for the Humboldt-Toiyabe 
National Forest to date in terms of diversity of cultural resources (also see Stoffle 2004). 
These resources include but are not limited to roasting pits, rock features, petroglyphs 
and pictographs, rock shelters, and numerous historical resources. The primary 
environmental variables used for building the model included elevation, slope, distance 
to water, and vegetation.  

The Spring Mountains NRA includes approximately 322,832 acres, of which 
approximately 17,000 acres have been surveyed (~5%). The survey quality and the level 
of detail varies; many being older surveys that used less than ideal recordation methods.  

2.6.2 Final Model 
The results of the analyses indicate that, of the variables tested, vegetation has the 
highest confidence levels influencing the location of historical sites in the Spring 
Mountains NRA, followed by slope and then elevation. Figure 1-3 is the result of the GIS 
modeling analysis. In summary, 77,000 acres lie within the high sensitivity zone, 
60,211 in the moderate zone, and 185,210 in the low sensitivity zone. High probability 
areas averaged one site per 16 acres for this test. Moderate probability areas averaged 
one site per 100 acres. Low probability areas average one site per 282 acres. The 
results have been field verified and represent greater than 90% accuracy with respect to 
location of previously recorded sites (Branigan 2007). 
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Figure 1-2 Hydrologic Features - Spring Mountains National Recreation Area 
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Figure 1-2 BACK 
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Figure 1-3 Spring Mountains Heritage Sensitivity Model 
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Figure 1-3 BACK 
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3.0 DOMINANT BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES AND FEATURES 
The abrupt topographic relief of the Spring Mountains and the resulting influence on 
precipitation and temperature patterns support a diverse array of plant and animal life. 
The montane habitats found on the Spring Mountains have been isolated from 
neighboring mountain ranges since approximately the late Pleistocene (ca. 10,000 years 
ago), following the expansion of deserts across the valley floors (Clokey 1951; 
Nachlinger and Reese 1996). This isolation has resulted in the presence of many 
species on the Spring Mountains with disjunct distributions, especially at the upper 
elevations where species are found that do not commonly occur in the region. It also has 
contributed to the presence of locally endemic organisms, especially among those 
species that have limited mobility or are restricted to mesic habitats (e.g., springsnails, 
plants, and insects). Due to this isolation of montane habitats by the surrounding desert 
lands, the Spring Mountains have been referred to as a “sky island” (SWCA 2005a). 

The Spring Mountains are located in the biotic region generally referred to as the 
Eastern Mojave Desert. However, there are strong biotic relationships with the Great 
Basin Desert to the north and the Sonoran Desert (Colorado Desert subdivision) to the 
south. The juxtaposition of the Spring Mountains along the periphery of these major 
biotic regions strongly influences the floral and faunal diversity of the mountain range 
and contributes to the overall number of species present. The Spring Mountains have 
been reported to have the highest concentration of biological diversity than anywhere 
else in Nevada (TNC 1994). Due to the rich diversity of plant and animal species and 
disproportionate number of endemic organisms that occur within the relatively small area 
of the mountain range and compared to other mountains within the region, the Spring 
Mountains have been characterized as a “biodiversity hotspot” (TNC 1994; SWCA 
2005a). However, the habitats occupied by many of the locally endemic and other rare 
organisms are often small and/or isolated; thus, they are more vulnerable to extirpation 
by both human activities and natural stochastic events such as fire and floods. 

Biological inventories of the Spring Mountains are far from complete and much of the 
survey work that has been done is biased toward the more readily accessible locations. 
Steep canyons and slopes, rock and cliff faces, talus, scree, and wilderness areas are 
particularly underrepresented in biological surveys. Limited surveys have been 
completed for many of the invertebrate groups and non-vascular plants. Continuing 
surveys may detect species not currently known from the Spring Mountains and may 
provide material for future taxonomic revisions that may reveal new assessments of 
unique species, subspecies, and varieties in the Spring Mountains. 

3.1 VEGETATION COMMUNITIES 
Vegetation communities in the Spring Mountains are similar to those of other 
southwestern mountains. However, because of the extreme elevation range, the Spring 
Mountains habitats support unique assemblages of species. Vegetation communities 
generally follow elevation gradients, though they are also influenced by geology and 
bedrock, precipitation, soils, topographic features such as aspect and slope, and the 
history of past disturbances (e.g., fires, insect and disease outbreaks, avalanches, and 
exotic species). In the Spring Mountains past disturbances have been important in 
shaping the vegetation communities that are present today. 
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Fire has a critical role in ecosystem function and health. The total number of fires 
recorded by the Forest Service in the Spring Mountains NRA since 1953 is 101, of which 
56 were of known ignition source. Forest Service data indicate that approximately 
27 percent of fires of known cause that started in the Spring Mountains NRA were the 
result of human actions, while approximately 73 percent were caused by lightning 
strikes. Due to fire suppression activities, fuel loads have increased compared to historic 
levels. Accumulation of fuels can strongly influence a fire’s intensity and rate of spread. 
GIS data show that while there is no particular trend in the number of fires started since 
1953, the acreage burned each year has been gradually increasing over time. The total 
area burned during wildfires since 1953 is 92,727 acres, of which 97 percent burned as 
a result of lightning strikes. In 2005, only one fire was recorded, a lightning strike that 
ignited the largest recorded fire in the Spring Mountains NRA (33,570 acres, 36% of the 
area burned since 1953). This is almost 2.5 times as much land as the next largest area 
burned during any year. In 1981, 14,419 acres burned in sixteen fires, the highest 
number of fires started during any year. The largest fire that year, of unknown origin, 
was only 8,389 acres in size. 

Forest insect infestations and diseases have also impacted the forest communities of the 
Spring Mountains NRA. A Forest Health Survey in 1999 (Guyon and Munson 2000) 
identified various areas and species of trees affected by insects and disease. Fir dwarf-
mistletoe (Arceuthobium abietinum) was the most common pest on white fir (Abies 
concolor), while the fir engraver beetle (Scolytus ventralis) was also fairly common. 
Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) is host to white-spored gall rust (Endocronartium 
harknessii), which can be locally common. Aspen (Populus spp.) are often affected by 
disease as well. 

The establishment of exotic species is another major disturbance to natural conditions. 
Non-native plant species of particular concern in the Spring Mountains are common 
dandelion (Taraxacum officinale), Russian knapweed (Acroptilon repens), tamarisk 
(Tamarix ramosissima), red brome (Bromus rubens), and cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum). 
Of 63 springs surveyed by Sada and Nachlinger (1998), 84% had at least one non-
native plant species. On average, each spring had 2 to 3 non-native plant species and 
7 sites had 8 or more non-native plant species present. 

Various vegetation classification systems have been applied to the Spring Mountains. 
Nachlinger and Reese (1996) had developed a vegetation classification system at the 
species association level specifically for the Spring Mountains, and as such it is not 
broadly applicable across the region. The U.S. Geological Survey Biological Resources 
Discipline is responsible for the Southwest Regional Gap Analysis Project (SWReGAP), 
which maps the distribution of plant communities within five southwestern states 
(Arizona, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico). Though the SWReGAP vegetation 
classification does not always coincide directly with the plant species that are actually 
present on the ground in the Spring Mountains (SWCA 2005a), this system does provide 
a basis for consistent comparisons across the region and is available in a digital format 
for graphic representation and modeling. The SWReGAP data recognizes 17 community 
types within the Spring Mountains NRA, (EPA 2005;). To further refine the classification 
and mapping limitations, ENTRIX manually remapped the Ecological Systems of the 
Spring Mountains NRA, using 1-m resolution Forest Service color DOQQs from 2004, 
0.61m panchromatic QuickBird imagery from 2006 and 2.44m 4 band multispectral 
QuickBird imagery from 2006. ENTRIX also utilized existing vegetation plot data from 
Nachlinger and Reese (1996) and Draper et al. (2005) to provide both validation points 
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for mapping and to update the plant community classification for the Spring Mountains to 
comply with the 1997 Federal Geographic Data Committee “Vegetation Classification 
Standard.”:  This resulted in 29 Ecological Systems for Clark County, 20 of which are 
found on the Spring Mountains NRA (Reese 2007, Figure 1-4) and listed below: 

• Intermountain Basins Semi-Desert Grassland Ecological System (only Bromus 
madritensis ssp. rubens dominated recent wildfires)  

• Sonora-Mojave Creosotebush-White Bursage Desert Scrub Ecological System  

• Mojave Mid-Elevation Mixed Desert Scrub Ecological System 

• Sonora-Mojave Semi-Desert Chaparral Ecological System 

• Great Basin Pinyon-Juniper Woodland Ecological System 

• Inter-Mountain Basins Mountain Mahogany Woodland and Shrubland Ecological 
System 

• Inter-Mountain Basins Aspen-Mixed Conifer Forest and Woodland Ecological 
System 

• Inter-Mountain Basins Subalpine Limber-Bristlecone Pine Woodland Ecological 
System 

• Inter-Mountain Basins Semi-Desert Grassland Ecological System  

• Sonora-Mojave Mixed Salt Desert Scrub Ecological System 

• North American Warm Desert Cienega Ecological System 

• North American Warm Desert Bedrock Cliff and Outcrop Ecological System 

• Inter-Mountain Basins Cliff and Canyon Ecological System 

• Rocky Mountain Alpine Bedrock and Scree Ecological System 

• Rocky Mountain Subalpine-Montane Riparian Shrubland Ecological System 

• Rocky Mountain Subalpine-Montane Riparian Woodland Ecological System  

• North American Warm Desert Lower Montane Riparian Woodland and Shrubland 
Ecological System 

• North American Warm Desert Riparian Woodland and Shrubland Ecological 
System 

• North American Warm Desert Wash Ecological System 

• Rocky Mountain Subalpine-Montane Fen Ecological System 
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3.2 WILDLIFE 
The Spring Mountains support a diverse array of wildlife species, including many that are 
locally uncommon and others that are endemic. However, the diversity of elevations and 
vegetation types within the Spring Mountains also provides habitat for numerous 
common species that occur throughout southern Nevada and/or in other parts of the 
state or country. The more common species of mammals found in the Spring Mountains 
include mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), coyote (Canis latrans), bobcat (Lynx rufus), 
gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus), kit fox (Vulpes macrotis), desert cottontail 
(Sylvilagus audubonii), white-tailed antelope squirrel (Ammospermophilus leucurus), 
golden-mantled ground squirrel (Spermophilus lateralis), and Panamint chipmunk 
(Tamias panamintinus).  

Wild burros (Equus asinus) and horses (Equus caballus) are also present within the 
Spring Mountains NRA. Burros tend to occur more commonly at lower elevations, while 
horses typically locate in the vicinity of Cold Creek. Both species have been introduced 
to the Spring Mountains and can disturb the natural landscape by trampling and 
consuming vegetation, contributing to trailing and the associated erosion, and 
dispensing seeds of non-native plants in their hooves and droppings (Mack 1981). Elk 
(Cervus elaphus) have also been introduced to the Spring Mountains, and are the only 
elk herd to be found in Clark County. 

Many bird species can also be found in the Spring Mountains. The mountains provide 
stopover habitat during migration as well as nesting habitat for many species of 
neotropical migrants. Bird species diversity and concentration of nesting is generally 
associated with the lush vegetation found in riparian areas along canyon bottoms. Bird 
species distribution within the Spring Mountains generally follows the broad patterns of 
vegetation types, often modified by the presence of physical features (e.g., cliffs). Some  
of the common bird species found in the Spring Mountains include great horned owl 
(Bubo virginianus), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), hairy woodpecker (Picoides 
villosus), common raven (Corvus corax), Steller’s jay (Cyanocitta stelleri), mountain 
chickadee (Poecile gambeli), white-breasted nuthatch (Sitta carolinensis), pygmy 
nuthatch (Sitta pygmaea), rock wren (Salpinctes obsoletus), and black-throated sparrow 
(Amphispiza bilineata). 

The Spring Mountains also provide habitat for many species of reptiles and amphibians. 
Overall diversity of both reptiles and amphibians is generally greater at lower elevations 
and where surface water and/or more mesic habitats are present. Reptiles found in this 
area include speckled rattlesnake (Crotalus mitchellii), desert nightsnake (Hypsiglena 
torquata deserticola), gophersnake (Pituophis catenifer), coachwhip (Masticophis 
flagellum), zebra-tailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides), western whiptail lizard 
(Aspidoscelis tigris), western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis), and side-blotched 
lizard (Uta stansburiana). Amphibians include the red-spotted toad (Bufo punctatus) and 
the Pacific chorus frog (Pseudacris regilla). 
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Figure 1-4 Vegetation Types (NVCS) - Spring Mountains National Recreation 
Area 
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Figure 1-4 BACK 
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3.3 SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES 

3.3.1 Federal Legal and Policy Designations 
Of the many locally rare and endemic plant and animal taxa that potentially occur within 
the Spring Mountains, state and federal agencies have designated special status to 
some of these species due to the restricted geographic range and degree of perceived 
threat. All species that have been identified on an agency list are collectively referred to 
as special status species. Special status designations for species potentially occurring 
on the Spring Mountains NRA include listing under the Federal Endangered Species Act 
(ESA; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.), Region 4 (R4) sensitive species as designated by the 
Forest Service, status under the Clark County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation 
Plan (MSHCP; RECON 2000) and designated as Species of Concern under the Spring 
Mountains Conservation Agreement (USFS 1998). This section describes status of 
species related to the ESA and designated by Forest Service Policy. 

Species are listed under the ESA as Threatened, Endangered, Proposed or Candidate, 
and special regulations apply regarding coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (USFWS) for the management of these species. 

• Endangered species: species that are in danger of extinction throughout all or a 
significant portion of their range. 

• Threatened species: species that are likely to become endangered species 
throughout all or a significant portion of their range. 

• Proposed species: species that are proposed for listing as endangered or 
threatened in the Federal Register. These species are protected as if they were 
listed until the final review for listing is complete. 

• Candidate species: species that have undergone a review and there is sufficient 
information on biological vulnerability and threats to support issuance of a 
proposal to list, but issuance of a proposed rule is currently precluded by higher 
priority listing actions. Candidate species do not receive formal protection under 
the ESA 

Sensitive species are those that have been designated by the Forest Service as needing 
special management attention because of known or suspected threats and/or habitat 
viability problems. The Forest Service considers the long-term conservation needs of 
these species in order to avoid future population declines and the need for listing under 
the ESA. The Regional Forester in compliance with Forest Service Manual 2670 
designates the list of Forest Service sensitive species (USFS Manual 2006) for each 
region. 

3.3.2 Conservation Agreement (CA) and the Clark County MSHCP 
Other special status species are those that have been included in habitat conservation 
plans prepared under the provision of section 10(a) of the ESA, or other conservation 
agreements that apply to particular areas or actions as conducted under the authority of 
a cooperating entity. In 1998, The Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest entered into the 
“Conservation Agreement for the Spring Mountains National Recreation Area, Clark and 
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Nye Counties, Nevada” (CA) (USFS 1998). This agreement established 57 species of 
concern to receive special management in the form of conservation measures in order to 
avoid future listing under the ESA. 

With adoption of the Clark County MSHCP in 2000, the USFWS issued an incidental 
take permit for covered species under the terms of Section 10(a)1(B) of the ESA. When 
the MSHCP was adopted, it incorporated all measures as set forth in the CA, including 
the management for 50 of the 57 species listed in the CA; however, these are now 
covered by the permit issued for the MSHCP. The MSHCP also included biological goals 
as measures of success in managing these species. Of the species listed in the CA, one 
has not been included in the Landscape Analysis: bean cinquefoil (Potentilla beanii), as 
it is now botanically reclassified and is considered to be a non-endemic species. 

Species included in the Clark County MSHCP are grouped into 3 categories (RECON 
2000). These are:  

• Covered species: the MSHCP lists conservation measures to avoid additional 
listing of, and to provide long-term protection for, designated species and their 
habitats and assure that any take as a result of proposed actions will not 
appreciably reduce the viability of these species. 

• Evaluation Species: those species for which additional information is required to 
support an application for a 10(a) permit. Evaluation species are prioritized as 
high, medium, and low based on management concerns. The intent is to 
conserve these species. 

• Watch List Species: those species for which adequate information is not 
available to assess conservation status or species that are not considered to be 
at risk. 

See also Sections 5.2 and 5.3 for more detailed information on the MSHCP and CA. 

In addition to the above two programs, NatureServe working with the Nevada Natural 
Heritage Program (NNHP) ranks species status at state (S) and global (G) levels on a 
scale from 1 to 5, with 1 being the most vulnerable and 5 being the most secure. 

A total of 80 special status species of plants, vertebrate wildlife, insects, and springsnails 
are potentially present within the Spring Mountains NRA. Many species have 
overlapping special status designations. Table 1-1 lists each species with their special 
status designations, elevation range within the Spring Mountains, and important species-
specific ecological factors. Included on the list are 10 species of mammals, 5 species of 
birds, 10 species of reptiles, 12 species of invertebrates (including 9 species of 
butterflies), and 43 species of plants. Of these, 24 taxa are only known from (i.e., 
endemic to) the Spring Mountains, 14 are restricted to southern Nevada and potentially 
in immediately adjacent areas of California or Arizona, and 42 are considered 
widespread (i.e., multi-state; see Table 1-1, footnote f). Table 1-1 lists species by the 
taxonomic names used in the CA and MSHCP followed by current taxonomy 
(NatureServe 2008; USDA, NRCS 2008). 
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Table 1-1 Status Designations and Habitat Information for Special Status Species that Potentially Occur in the Spring Mountains NRA 

Species Status Designations 

CA/MSHCP 
taxonomy 

Current 
taxonomy 

ESA 
Statusa

Forest 
Service
Statusb

MSHCP 
Statusc

CA 
Statusd

NatureServe
Statuse

Rangewide 
Distributionf Elevation Range  Important Ecological Factors 

MAMMALS 

Pale Townsend’s 
big-eared bat  
(Corynorhinus 
townsendii 
pallescens) 

Pale lump-nosed 
bat 
(Corynorhinus 
townsendii 
pallescens)  

—— S Eval X G4S3B Widespread 5,670-8,250 ft Highly associated with caves and 
mines, but also roosts in buildings 

Spotted bat  
(Euderma maculatum) —— S Watch List X G4S1S2 Widespread 1,770-6,990 ft Day roosts primarily in crevices in 

cliffs, but may use mines and caves. 

Allen’s lappet-
browed bat  
(Idionycteris 
phyllotis)  

Allen’s big-eared 
bat (Idionycteris 
phyllotis) 

—— —— Watch List X G3G4S1 Widespread 5,670-8,000 ft Day roosts in dead snags, but may 
use mines and caves 

Roosts in hollow trees, snags, and 
under bark during summer and in rock 
crevices, caves, and buildings in 
winter 

Silver-haired bat  
(Lasionycteris noctivagans) —— —— Covered —— —— Widespread 1,570-8,270 ft 

Western small-footed myotis 
(Myotis ciliolabrum)  —— —— Eval X G5S3B Widespread 4,840-9,060 ft Roosts in caves, mines, and trees 

Day roosts in hollow trees, under 
exfoliating bark, in crevices of small 
rock outcrops, and occasionally in 
mines, caves, and buildings 

Long-eared myotis  
(Myotis evotis) —— —— Covered X G5S4B Widespread up to 10,140 ft 

Fringed myotis  
(Myotis thysanodes) —— —— Eval X G4G5S2B Widespread 1,370-7,090 ft Roosts in mines, caves, trees, and 

buildings 

Yuma myotis  
(Myotis yumanensis) —— —— Watch List X G5S3S4 Widespread 1,470-7,680 ft Roosts in buildings, trees, mines, 

caves, bridges, and rock crevices 

Day roosts primarily in hollow trees, 
but may also use rock crevices, 
caves, mines, and buildings 

Long-legged myotis  
(Myotis volans) —— —— Covered X G5S4B Widespread up to 12,370 ft 

Palmer’s 
chipmunk  
(Tamias palmeri) 

Palmer’s 
chipmunk  
(Neotamias 
palmeri) 

—— —— Covered X G2S2 Spring 
Mountains 6,890-11,900 ft 

Prefers habitats on canyon floors or 
lower slopes of mesic canyons where 
shelter is available in the form of fallen 
trees, large rocks, small caves, or cliff 
sides, with access to surface water 
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Table 1-1 Status Designations and Habitat Information for Special Status Species that Potentially Occur in the Spring Mountains NRA 

Species Status Designations 

CA/MSHCP 
taxonomy 

Current 
taxonomy 

ESA 
Statusa

Forest 
Service
Statusb

MSHCP 
Statusc

CA 
Statusd

NatureServe
Statuse

Rangewide 
Distributionf Elevation Range  Important Ecological Factors 

BIRDS 

Nesting habitat consists of mature 
aspen or montane conifers usually 
near water or in canyons 

Northern goshawk  
(Accipiter gentilis) —— S Watch List X G5S3 Widespread 6,000-10,000 ft 

Western 
burrowing owl  
(Speotyto 
cunicularia 
hypogea) 

Western 
burrowing owl  
(Athene 
cunicularia 
hypugaea) 

—— —— Eval X G4TUS3B Widespread up to 5,500 ft 
Nesting habitat consists of open 
grasslands and desert habitats, often 
associated with mammal burrows 

Breeds in lowland riparian habitat with 
dense willow, tamarisk, or other 
riparian vegetation 

Southwestern willow flycatcher  
(Empidonax traillii extimus) E E Covered X G5T1T2 Widespread up to 4,000 ft 

American peregrine falcon 
(Falco peregrinus anatum) —— S Covered X G4S2 Widespread Up to 9,000 feet Requires isolated cliff sites for nesting 

purposes. 

Found at lower elevations in 
ponderosa pine mixed with pinyon, 
juniper, mountain mahogany, and 
Gambel oak; and, at upper elevations 
in aspen, limber pine, and white fir 

Flammulated owl  
(Otus flammeolus) —— S Watch List X G4S4B Widespread 7,200-8,200 ft 

Prefers wash systems with older 
stands of catclaw acacia or mesquite 
woodlands 

Phainopepla  
(Phainopepla nitens) —— —— Covered —— G5S2B Widespread up to 7,000 ft 

Blue grosbeak  
(Guiraca 
caerulea) 

Blue grosbeak 
(Passerina 
caerulea) 

—— —— Covered —— G5S3B Widespread up to 9,000 ft 
Prefers old fields, forest edge, groves, 
riparian, fields, deserts, mesquite 
savanna, salt cedar, and pine forests 

Summer tanager  
(Piranga rubra) —— —— Covered —— G5S2B Widespread up to 9,000 ft Prefers deciduous forest habitat or 

riparian woodland habitat 
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Table 1-1 Status Designations and Habitat Information for Special Status Species that Potentially Occur in the Spring Mountains NRA 

Species Status Designations 

CA/MSHCP 
taxonomy 

Current 
taxonomy 

ESA 
Statusa

Forest 
Service
Statusb

MSHCP 
Statusc

CA 
Statusd

NatureServe
Statuse

Rangewide 
Distributionf Elevation Range  Important Ecological Factors 

REPTILES AND FISH 

Glossy snake   
(Arizona elegans)  —— —— Covered —— G5S4 Widespread up to 7,000 ft Found in rocky areas with sandy 

surfaces and scattered brush  

Western banded gecko  (Coleonyx 
variegatus) —— —— Covered —— G5S4 Widespread up to 5,000 ft Occurs in rocky areas or barren sand 

dunes 

Great Basin 
collared lizard  
 (Crotaphytus. 
insularis 
bicinctores 

Great Basin 
collared lizard  
(Crotaphytus 
bicinctores) 

—— —— Covered —— —— Widespread up to 7,500 ft 
Prefers rocky terrain with sparse 
vegetation in arroyos, hill slopes, and 
washes 

Speckled rattlesnake  
(Crotalus mitchelli) —— —— Covered —— G5S4 Widespread Up to 7,800 ft Rocky areas, often with loose, sandy 

soil 

Mojave green 
rattlesnake   
(Crotalus 
scutulatus 
scutulatus) 

Mojave 
rattlesnake   
(Crotalus 
scutulatus 
scutulatus) 

—— —— Covered —— G5T5S4  Widespread Up to 8,300 ft Found in Mojave desert scrub and 
blackbrush flats 

Western red-
tailed skink  
(Eumeces gilberti 
rubricaudatus)  

Western redtail 
skink (Eumeces 
gilberti 
rubricaudatus) 

—— —— Covered —— G5T4S2S3 Widespread up to 6,500 ft Found near water and with dense 
ground cover 

Large-spotted 
leopard lizard 
(Gambelia 
wislizenii 
wislizenii) 

Long-nosed 
leopard lizard   
(Gambelia 
wislizenii) 

—— —— Covered —— G5S4 Widespread up to 6,000 ft Prefers hardpan, gravelly, or sandy 
open ground with sparse vegetation 

Found in valleys and on bajadas and 
hills that have annual wildflowers and 
native grasses for foraging 

Desert tortoise  
(Gopherus agassizii) T T Covered X G4S3 Widespread up to 4,500 ft 

Found on lower slopes of rocky 
canyons, in mesic areas, and in flat 
areas with grasses or succulents 

Banded gila monster  
(Heloderma suspectum cinctum) —— —— Eval X G4T4S2 Widespread up to 5,000 ft 

California Kingsnake  
(Lampropeltis  getula californiae) —— —— Covered —— G5T5S4 Widespread up to 7,000 ft Found in the vicinity of rock outcrops 

or vegetation clumps  
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Table 1-1 Status Designations and Habitat Information for Special Status Species that Potentially Occur in the Spring Mountains NRA 

Species Status Designations 

CA/MSHCP 
taxonomy 

Current 
taxonomy 

ESA 
Statusa

Forest 
Service
Statusb

MSHCP 
Statusc

CA 
Statusd

NatureServe
Statuse

Rangewide 
Distributionf Elevation Range  Important Ecological Factors 

Western leaf-
nosed snake 
(Phyllorhynchus 
decurtatus) 

Spotted leaf-
nosed snake 
(Phyllorhynchus 
decurtatus) 

—— —— Covered —— G5S4 Widespread up to 4,000 ft 
Found in sandy or gravelly desert 
often associated with creosote bush 
and open desert plains  

Chuckwalla  
(Sauromalus 
obesus) 

Common 
chuckwalla 
(Sauromalus  
ater) 

—— —— —— X G5S3 Widespread up to 6,100 ft 
Typically found on slopes and open 
flats with rocky cover or boulder 
outcrops  

Typically located on rocky slopes, 
boulder piles, and other rocky 
outcrops in desert scrub and desert 
grassland habitats, though 
occasionally found in rockless areas 
and at higher elevations  

Sonoran Lyresnake 
(Trimorphodon biscutatus lambda) —— —— Covered —— G5T5S4 Widespread up to 7,400 ft 

Endemic to lakes and streams 
throughout the Lahontan Basin of 
northern Nevada, eastern California, 
and southern Oregon. Introduced in 
the Carpenter Canyon area for 
recreational fishing – an area not 
important to the recovery of the 
threatened species. 

Lahontan cutthroat trout 
(Oncorhynchus clarki henshawi) X X  X G4T3S3 Widespread  

INVERTEBRATES 

Spring Mountains 
acastus 
checkerspot   
(Chlosyne 
acastus robusta)  

Acastus 
checkerspot 
(Chlosyne 
acastus robusta) 

—— —— Covered X G4G5T1S1 Spring 
Mountains 5,570-9,600 ft 

Larval host plants include yellow 
rabbit brush (Chrysothamnus 
viscidiflorus) and rubber rabbit brush 
(Chrysothamnus nauseosus) 

Dark blue 
(Euphilotes  
enoptes  
purpurea) 

Spring Mountains 
dark blue   
(Euphilotes 
ancilla purpura) 

—— —— Covered X G5T2S1S2 Spring 
Mountains 5,900-8,200 ft 

Requires water for puddling; larval 
host plants include Sulfur flower 
buckwheat (Eriogonum umbellatum 
var. subaridum) and juniper 
buckwheat (Eriogonum umbellatum 
var. juniporinum) 
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Table 1-1 Status Designations and Habitat Information for Special Status Species that Potentially Occur in the Spring Mountains NRA 

Species Status Designations 

CA/MSHCP 
taxonomy 

Current 
taxonomy 

ESA 
Statusa

Forest 
Service
Statusb

MSHCP 
Statusc

CA 
Statusd

NatureServe
Statuse

Rangewide 
Distributionf Elevation Range  Important Ecological Factors 

Bret’s blue 
(Euphilotes  
battoides 
inyomontana) 

Bernardino blue  
(Euphilotes 
bernardino) 

—— —— Eval X G3G4T3S2 Widespread 4,920-6,600 ft 
Larval host plant is the eastern 
Mojave buckwheat (Eriogonum 
fasciculatum) 

Larval host plants include Wyoming 
Indian paintbrush (Castilleja 
linariifolia), Clokey paintbrush 
(Castilleja martinii var. clokeyi), and 
Easton’s penstemon (Penstemon 
eatonii) 

Morand’s 
checkerspot  
(Euphydryas 
anicia morandi) 

Morand’s 
checkerspot  
(Euphydryas 
chalcedona 
morandi) 

—— —— Covered X G5T2S2 Spring 
Mountains 6,560-11,280 ft 

Spring Mountains 
comma skipper  
(Hesperia 
colorado ssp.) 

Spring Mountains 
comma skipper  
(Hesperia comma  
mojavensis) 

—— —— Covered X G5T3S3 Spring 
Mountains 4,900-11,300 ft 

Requires water for puddling; larval 
host plants include perennial grasses 
and sedges 

Larval host plants include Quaking 
aspen (Populus tremuloides), willow 
(Salix sp.), chokecherry (Prunus 
virginiana), serviceberry (Amelanchier 
utahensis), and possibly narrowleaf 
cottonwood (Populus angustifolia) 
and/or Fremont’s cottonwood 
(Populus fremontii) 

Nevada admiral 
(Limenitis weidemeyerii nevadae) —— —— Covered X G5T2T3S2S3 Regional 4,400-10,830 ft 

Spring Mountains 
icarioides blue  
(Icaricia icarioides 
austinorum)  

Spring Mountains 
icarioides blue  
(Plebejus 
icarioides 
austinorum) 

—— —— Covered X G5T2S2 Spring 
Mountains 5,900-10,170 ft 

Requires water for puddling; larval 
host plant is the Great Basin lupine 
(Lupinus alpestris) 

Mt. Charleston 
blue  
(Icaricia shasta 
charlestonensis)   

Mt. Charleston 
blue (Plebejus 
shasta 
charlestonensis) 

—— —— Covered X G5T2S2 Spring 
Mountains 6,000-9,600 ft 

Larval host plant is the Torrey’s 
milkvetch (Astragalus calycosus var. 
calycosus) 

Carole’s 
silverspot  
(Speyeria zerene 
carolae) 

Carole’s fritillary 
(Speyeria 
carolae) 

—— —— Covered X G2G3S2S3 Spring 
Mountains 5,000-10,500 ft Larval host plant is the Charleston 

violet (Viola  charlestonensis) 
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Table 1-1 Status Designations and Habitat Information for Special Status Species that Potentially Occur in the Spring Mountains NRA 

Species Status Designations 

CA/MSHCP 
taxonomy 

Current 
taxonomy 

ESA 
Statusa

Forest 
Service
Statusb

MSHCP 
Statusc

CA 
Statusd

NatureServe
Statuse

Rangewide 
Distributionf Elevation Range  Important Ecological Factors 

Occupies subterranean nests in 
unshaded areas within coniferous 
forest habitats 

Charleston ant  
(Lasius nevadensis) —— —— Eval X G1S1 Spring 

Mountains Unknown 

Spring Mountains 
springsnail    
(Pyrgulopsis 
deaconi)  

Spring Mountains 
pyrg (Pyrgulopsis 
deaconi) 

—— —— Covered X G1S1 Regional up to 5,400 
Found in artesian spring ecosystems 
with permanent flowing, highly 
oxygenated water 

Southeast 
Nevada 
springsnail 
(Pyrgulopsis 
turbatrix)  

Southeast 
Nevada pyrg 
(Pyrgulopsis 
turbatrix) 

—— —— Covered X G2S2 Regional up to 9,000 ft 
Found in artesian spring ecosystems 
with permanent flowing, highly 
oxygenated water 

FLOWERING PLANTS 

Rough angelica  
(Angelica 
scabrida)  

Charleston 
Mountain 
angelica 
(Angelica 
scabrida) 

—— S Covered X G2S2 Spring 
Mountains 3,700-9,350 ft Occurs on gravel, limestone, and 

sandstone soils 

Charleston 
pussytoes  
(Antennaria 
soliceps)  

Charleston 
Mountain 
pussytoes  
(Antennaria 
soliceps) 

—— S Covered X G1G2S1S2 Spring 
Mountains 7,500-11,700 ft Occurs on gravel, limestone, waste 

rock, and refuse soils 

White bearpoppy   
(Arctomecon 
merriamii)  

Desert bearpoppy 
(Arctomecon 
merriamii) 

—— S Covered —— G3S3 Widespread 2,000-6,280 ft 
Found in dry to moist alkaline clay, 
sand, gypsum, and calcareous soils, 
and carbonate outcrops 

Rosy King 
sandwort  
(Arenaria kingii 
ssp. rosea)  

King’s rosy 
sandwort 
(Arenaria kingii 
ssp. rosea) 

—— S Covered X G4T2S2 Spring 
Mountains 5,900-9,930 ft Occurs on gravel, limestone, 

sandstone, and silt loam soils 

Clokey milkvetch  
(Astragalus 
aequalis) 

Clokey’s 
milkvetch 
(Astragalus 
aequalis) 

—— S Covered X G2S2 Spring 
Mountains 5,900-8,400 ft 

Occurs on gravel, limestone, gravelly 
fine sandy loam, and very gravelly fine 
sandy loam soils with a bedrock 
substratum 
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Table 1-1 Status Designations and Habitat Information for Special Status Species that Potentially Occur in the Spring Mountains NRA 

Species Status Designations 

CA/MSHCP 
taxonomy 

Current 
taxonomy 

ESA 
Statusa

Forest 
Service
Statusb

MSHCP 
Statusc

CA 
Statusd

NatureServe
Statuse

Rangewide 
Distributionf Elevation Range  Important Ecological Factors 

Black woolypod  
(Astragalus 
funereus) 

Funeral Mountain 
milkvetch 
(Astragalus 
funereus) 

—— S Eval X G2S2 Widespread 3,200-7,700 ft 

Found on east, south, less commonly 
west, and rarely north aspects; occurs 
on gravel, limestone, and clay loam 
soils 

Halfring pod 
milkvetch  
(Astragalus 
mohavensis var. 
hemigyrus)  

Mojave milkvetch 
(Astragalus 
mohavensis var. 
hemigyrus) 

—— S Eval X G3T2T3S2S3 Widespread 3,000-5,600 ft 
Occurs on gravel and limestone soils; 
however, it is not known to occur 
within the NRA boundary 

Clokey eggvetch  
(Astragalus 
oophorus var. 
clokeyanus) 

Egg milkvetch 
(Astragalus 
oophorus var. 
clokeyanus) 

—— S Covered X G4T2S2 Regional 6,000-9,100 ft 

Occurs on dry to slightly moist open 
slopes, flats, or drainages on gravelly 
soil derived from limestone or rhyolitic 
volcanics 

Occurs on rocky, gravelly, and/or 
sandy calcareous soils derived from 
carbonate or sandstone, in washes 
and drainages, or on hillsides or rocky 
ledges 

Spring Mountains milkvetch  
(Astragalus remotus) —— S Covered X G2S2 Spring 

Mountains 5,600-7,050 ft 

Clokey paintbrush  
(Castilleja martinii 
var. clokeyi) 

Wavyleaf Indian 
paintbrush 
(C. applegatei 
ssp. martinii) 

—— —— Covered —— G5T5SNR Widespread 6,500-11,500 ft Occurs on dry slopes with gravel or 
limestone soils 

Found along spring and seep areas, 
talus slopes, drainage bottoms, snow 
depressions, avalanche chutes, and 
other moisture-enriched microsites; 
occurs on gravel, limestone and 
sandstone 

Clokey thistle 
(Cirsium clokeyi) 

Whitespine thistle 
(Cirsium clokeyi)  
 

—— —— Covered X G2G3S2S3 Spring 
Mountains 6,000-11,920 ft 

New York 
Mountains  
catseye  
(Cryptantha 
tumulosa) 

New York 
Mountain 
cryptantha 
(Cryptantha 
tumulosa) 

—— S Watch List —— G4S2 Widespread 4,480-9,900 ft Found on gravelly clay soils on 
limestone hills and in washes 

Jaeger 
whitlowgrass   
(Draba jaegeri) 

Jaeger’s draba 
(Draba jaegeri) —— S Covered X G2S2 Spring 

Mountains 8,370-11,880 ft 

Found on ridges and steep north-
facing slopes; occurs on gravel, 
limestone, sandstone, waste rock and 
refuse, and fine sand loam to loamy 
fine sand soils 
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Table 1-1 Status Designations and Habitat Information for Special Status Species that Potentially Occur in the Spring Mountains NRA 

Species Status Designations 

CA/MSHCP 
taxonomy 

Current 
taxonomy 

ESA 
Statusa

Forest 
Service
Statusb

MSHCP 
Statusc

CA 
Statusd

NatureServe
Statuse

Rangewide 
Distributionf Elevation Range  Important Ecological Factors 

Dependent on wetland margin areas; 
found on drainage banks, rock ledges, 
near seeps, in avalanche chutes, and 
near snowdrifts; occurs on Gravel, 
limestone, sandstone, waste rock and 
refuse, and silt loam soils 

Charleston draba  
(Draba 
paucifructa)  

Charleston 
Mountain draba 
(Draba 
paucifructa) 

—— S Covered X G1G2S1S2 Spring 
Mountains 8,200-11,400 ft 

Nevada willowherb  
(Epilobium nevadense) —— S Eval X G2S2 Widespread 6,000-9,200 ft Occurs on slopes with limestone rock 

outcrops or talus 

Charleston 
goldenbush  
(Ericameria 
compacta)  

Charleston 
Mountain 
goldenbush 
(Ericameria 
compacta) 

—— S —— —— G2S2 Regional 7,800-11,350 ft 

Found on sparsely forested slopes, 
avoiding exposed ridges; occurs on 
gravel, limestone and sandstone, and 
silt loam soils 

Inch high 
fleabane  
(Erigeron uncialis 
ssp. conjugans)  

Lone fleabane 
(Erigeron uncialis 
ssp. conjugans) 

—— S Covered —— G3G4T3S3 Regional 7,050-11,500 ft Prefers cracks in vertical faces of 
limestone cliffs and large boulders 

Clokey buckwheat  
(Eriogonum 
heermannii var. 
clokeyi)  

Clokey’s 
buckwheat 
(Eriogonum 
heermannii var. 
clokeyi) 

—— S Eval —— G5T2S2 Regional 4,920-6,570 ft 
Occurs on limestone foothills and 
slopes, carbonate outcrops, talus, 
scree, and gravelly washes and banks 

Barrel cactus  
(Ferocactus 
acanthoides var, 
lecontei) 

Leconte’s barrel 
cactus  
(Ferocactus 
cylindraceus var. 
lecontei) 

—— S Watch List —— G5T4?QS4 Widespread up to 3,500 ft Found in gravelly or rocky areas 

Clokey 
greasebush  
(Glossopetalon 
clokeyi)  

Clokey’s 
greasebush 
(Glossopetalon 
clokeyi) 

—— S Covered X G2S2 Spring 
Mountains 7,000-9,680 ft Occurs on limestone soils in crevices 

of high northern cliff faces and ledges 

Smooth dwarf 
greasebush  
(Glossopetalon 
pungens  var. 
glabrum)  

Dwarf 
greasebush 
(Glossopetalon 
pungens) 

—— S Covered X G2G3T1QS1 Regional 4,000-6,500 ft 
Found in vertical crevices, generally 
avoiding southerly exposures; occurs 
on gravel, limestone and sandstone 
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Table 1-1 Status Designations and Habitat Information for Special Status Species that Potentially Occur in the Spring Mountains NRA 

Species Status Designations 

CA/MSHCP 
taxonomy 

Current 
taxonomy 

ESA 
Statusa

Forest 
Service
Statusb

MSHCP 
Statusc

CA 
Statusd

NatureServe
Statuse

Rangewide 
Distributionf Elevation Range  Important Ecological Factors 

Smooth pungent 
or rough dwarf 
greasebush  
(Glossopetalon 
pungens var. 
pungens)  

Dwarf 
greasebush 
(Glossopetalon 
pungens) 

—— —— Covered X G2G3T2QS2 Regional 4,000-6,500 ft 

Found in vertical crevices of 
carbonate and sandstone cliffs and 
outcrops, generally avoiding southerly 
exposures 

occurs on moist to dry carbonate 
scree, talus, outcrops on gravelly 
limestone slopes, ridges, and alpine 
flats 

Charleston ivesia  
(Ivesia 
cryptocaulis) 

Charleston Peak 
mousetail (Ivesia 
cryptocaulis) 

—— S Covered X G2S2 Spring 
Mountains 7,500-11,920 ft 

Jaeger ivesia  
(Ivesia jaegeri) 

Jaeger’s  
mousetail (Ivesia 
jaegeri) 

—— S Covered X G2G3S2S3 Spring 
Mountains 4,920-11,490 ft Occurs on limestone and sandstone 

cliffs and crevices 

Hitchcock 
bladderpod  
(Lesquerella 
hitchcockii)  

Hitchcock’s 
bladderpod 
(Lesquerella 
hitchcockii) 

—— —— Covered —— G3S3 Regional 7,000-11,710 ft 
Found on outcrops on knolls, flats, 
and slopes; occurs on gravel, 
limestone and sandstone 

Charleston 
pinewood 
lousewort  
(Pedicularis 
semibarbata var. 
charlestonensis)  

Charleston 
lousewort 
(Pedicularis 
semibarbata var. 
charlestonensis) 

—— —— Covered —— G4T3QS3 Regional 6,890-9,850 ft 

Occurs on dry slopes with gravel, 
limestone, sandstone, gravelly fine 
sandy loam, cobbly fine sandy loam to 
very gravelly loamy sand, and silt 
loam 

Bicolored or 
yellow two-tone 
beardtongue  
(Penstemon 
bicolor ssp. 
bicolor) 

Pinto 
beardtongue 
(Penstemon 
bicolor ssp. 
bicolor) 

—— S Eval —— G3T2QS2 Widespread up to 5,480 ft 

Found in areas receiving enhanced 
runoff (e.g., roadsides, washes); 
occurs on gravel, limestone, 
sandstone, rock outcrop and very 
gravelly sandy loam, and very stony 
sandy loam soils 

Rosy two-colored 
or two-tone 
beardtongue   
(Penstemon 
bicolor ssp. 
roseus) 

Pinto 
beardtongue 
(Penstemon 
bicolor ssp. 
roseus) 

—— S Watch List —— G3T3QS3 Widespread up to 5,477 ft 

Occurs on gravel, gravelly fine sandy 
loam, and limestone soils; however, it 
is not known to occur within the NRA 
boundary 
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Species Status Designations 

CA/MSHCP 
taxonomy 

Current 
taxonomy 

ESA 
Statusa
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Service
Statusb

MSHCP 
Statusc

CA 
Statusd

NatureServe
Statuse

Rangewide 
Distributionf Elevation Range  Important Ecological Factors 

Death Valley beardtongue  
(Penstemon fructiciformis ssp. 
amargosae) 

—— S Eval X G4T3S2 Widespread 4,690-6,700 ft Found along washes with gravel, 
limestone, or sandstone soils 

Charleston 
beardtongue  
(Penstemon 
leiophyllus var. 
keckii) 

Keck’s 
beardtongue 
(Penstemon 
leiophyllus var. 
keckii) 

—— —— Covered X G3T2S2 Spring 
Mountains 6,720-11,480 ft 

Occurs in bare areas or in open 
meadows at or near timberline on 
gravel and sandstone soils 

Jaeger 
beardtongue  
(Penstemon 
thompsoniae ssp. 
jaegeri) 

Jaeger’s 
beardtongue 
(Penstemon 
thompsoniae ssp. 
jaegeri) 

—— —— Covered —— G4T2S2 Regional 6,300-11,060 ft 
Occurs on gravelly limestone soils on 
knolls and slopes, in drainages, and 
under conifers 

Clokey mountain 
sage  
(Salvia dorrii var. 
clokeyi)  

Purple sage 
(Salvia dorrii ssp. 
dorrii var. clokeyi) 

—— S Covered X G5T3S3 Regional 6,000-10,000 ft 
Occurs on shallow, rocky to gravelly 
carbonate soils on ridges, slopes, and 
drainages 

Occurs on dry to moist carbonate 
scree, talus, and loose rocky soils on 
ridges, flats, and steep slopes, often 
near persistent snow banks, in open 
areas 

 Clokey silene  
(Silene clokeyi)  

Clokey’s catchfly 
(Silene clokeyi) —— S Covered X G2S2 Spring 

Mountains 9,940-11,580 ft 

Charleston tansy  
(Sphaeromeria 
compacta)  

Compact 
chickensage  
(Sphaeromeria 
compacta) 

—— S Covered X G2S2 Spring 
Mountains 9,000-11,900 ft 

Occurs on carbonate scree, talus, 
outcrops, and rocky fellfields on ridges 
and slopes at timberline or above 

Charleston 
kittentails  
(Synthyris 
ranunculina) 

Charleston 
Mountain 
kittentails 
(Synthyris 
ranunculina) 

—— S Covered X G2G3S2S3 Spring 
Mountains 8,500-11,920 ft 

Found on northerly or otherwise 
sheltered exposures; occurs on 
permanently moist soils of gravel, 
limestone, or sandstone 

Charleston 
grounddaisy  
(Townsendia 
jonesii var. 
tumulosa) 

Jones’ Townsend 
daisy 
(Townsendia 
jonesii var. 
tumulosa) 

—— S Covered X G4T3S3 Regional 6,500-11,060 ft 
Found in open, sparsely vegetated 
areas; occurs on gravel, limestone, 
sandstone, and silt loam soils 
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Species Status Designations 

CA/MSHCP 
taxonomy 

Current 
taxonomy 
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Statusb
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NatureServe
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Rangewide 
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Charleston violet  
(Viola purpura 
var. 
charlestonensis) 

Charleston 
mountain violet 
(Viola 
charlestonensis) 

—— —— Covered —— G3QS2S3 Widespread 6,500-9,800 ft 
Found on hills, slopes, and dry 
washes; occurs on gravel, gravelly 
fine sandy loam, and limestone soils 

FERNS, MOSSES 

Upswept 
moonwort  
(Botrychium 
ascendens)  

Trianglelobe 
moonwort  
(Botrychium 
ascendens) 

—— S Eval X G2G3S1 Widespread 8,530-11,160 ft 
Found on moist ground of spring head 
areas in deep shade of north facing 
slopes; occurs on limestone soils 

Dainty moonwort  
(Botrychium 
crenulatum)  

Scalloped 
moonwort  
(Botrychium 
crenulatum) 

—— S Eval X G3S1 Widespread 3,930-11,150 ft Aquatic or wetland-dependent; occurs 
in marsh and spring areas 

Slender moonwort  
(Botrychium 
lineare)  

Narrowleaf 
moonwort  
(Botrychium 
lineare) 

—— S —— —— —— Widespread up to 9,840 ft Found in moist, shaded areas 

Dicranoweisia moss  
(Dicranoweisia crispula) —— —— Covered —— —— Widespread up to 7,000 ft Found on fallen tree logs along the 

cracks in the bark 
Source: USDA Forest Service, Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest. 2005. Biological Information Assessment for 52 Species of Concern Within the Spring Mountains National Recreation Area. Prepared by 
SWCA Environmental Consultants, Las Vegas, Nevada. 

Note: 
Species are listed by the taxonomic names used in the CA and/or MSHCP followed by current common and scientific name if different (NatureServe 2008, IT IS 2008 and Bisby et al. 2008  for wildlife; USDA, 
NRCS 2008 for plants). 
a) Endangered Species Act Status Designations:  E=Endangered, T=Threatened 
b) US Forest Service Status Designations:  S=Sensitive, E=Federal Endangered, T=Federal Threatened 
c) Clark County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Status Designations:  Covered, Eval=Evaluation, Watch List 
d) Conservation Agreement Status Designations:  X=Included  
e) NatureServe rankings: G=Global, S=State, B=rank under debate, Q=taxonomically Questionable, T#=infraspecific Taxon (the status of subspecies or varieties are indicated by a T-rank that follows the 
species’ G-rank. Rules for numbering of T-ranks are the same as those for G-, N-, and S-ranks), U=unrankable; present and possibly in peril, but not enough data yet to estimate rank, 1=critically imperiled, less 
than 6 known occurrences of the species, 2=imperiled, 6-20 known occurrences, 3=vulnerable to extirpation or extinction, 21-100 known occurrences; species very rare and local throughout its range or found 
locally (even abundantly) in a restricted range, 4=apparently secure, though may be quite rare in parts of its range; more than 100 known occurrences, 5=demonstrably widespread, abundant, and secure, 
though may be quite rare in parts of its range 
f) Rangewide Distribution: Spring Mountains=found only in the Spring Mountains, Regional=found only in southern Nevada and potentially in immediately adjacent areas of California or Arizona, 
Widespread=multi-state distribution 
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4.0 DOMINANT SOCIAL FEATURES 

4.1 DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 
The Spring Mountains NRA is located in southern Nevada, with the Las Vegas 
metropolitan area to the east and Pahrump to the west. The Spring Mountains NRA is 
located in both Clark and Nye counties, with pockets of county and privately owned land 
interspersed within its boundaries (Figure 1-5). The small community of Mt. Charleston, 
including the residential villages of Rainbow, Old Town, and Echo Canyon, is located 
within the Spring Mountains NRA. This section draws a demographic profile of Clark 
County, with some discussion on Nye County. Additionally, key demographic 
characteristics of the Las Vegas metropolitan area, Pahrump, and Mt. Charleston are 
presented. Unless otherwise stated, the analysis in this section relies upon data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau (2006). 

 
View of Cathedral Rock after Kyle Canyon Development August 27, 2004 
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Figure 1-5 Ownership & Wilderness Areas - Spring Mountains National 
Recreation Area 
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Figure 1-5 BACK 
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4.1.1 Population 
Clark County 
The population of Clark County was 1,815,700 in 2005, comprising almost 71 percent of 
the population of the State of Nevada. This population is projected to increase to more 
than 2 million by the year 2007, and further increase to over 3.5 million by the year 2035 
(Clark County Department of Comprehensive Planning 2005). The population of the 
county has increased at a high annual rate of over 5.3 percent since 1970, and this 
growth is expanding outward toward the Spring Mountains NRA in areas such as North 
Las Vegas, Henderson, and the unincorporated area of Lone Mountain (See Table 1-2). 

Within Clark County, the vast majority of the population lives in the Las Vegas 
metropolitan area, including the cities of Las Vegas, North Las Vegas, and Henderson. 
As the population of Clark County increases, it is likely that more growth will occur 
outside of Las Vegas. This growth typically locates along the major highways and 
interstates, such as U.S. 95, U.S. 93, State Route (SR) 157 (Kyle Canyon Road), and 
Interstate-15. The area near the Kyle Canyon access (where SR 157 intersects with U.S. 
95), is growing rapidly and this future population increase so near the Spring Mountains 
NRA will likely increase usage of the Kyle Canyon, Deer Creek, and Lee Canyon areas. 

Table 1-2 Recent Population Growth in Clark County Nevada 

Year Population 
Percent Change from 
Previous Period 

Annual Growth Rate from 
Previous Period 

1970 273,288 N/A N/A 

1980 463,087 70% 5.4% 

1990 741,459 58% 4.7% 

1995 1,055,543 42% 6.4% 

2000 1,375,765 30% 5.4% 

2005 1,815,700 32% 5.7% 

2010 2,281,340 26% 4.7% 

2035 3,580,908 57% 1.8% 

Source: 1990 and 2000 populations of County and Las Vegas from U.S. Decennial Censuses, http://factfinder.census.gov; 2005 
populations and from Clark County Department of Comprehensive Planning  

 

The population of Mt. Charleston was 897 in 2005, up from an estimated population of 
597 in 1996 (Nevada State Demographer’s Office 2005). Other areas near the Spring 
Mountains NRA that are growing include the Lone Mountain unincorporated area, with a 
population of 11,925 in 2005 and the Lower Kyle Canyon Road area, with a population 
of 434. A group of areas including Cold Creek, Lee Canyon, and other areas within 
Spring Mountains are reported to have had a collective population of 503 in 2005 (Clark 
County Department of Comprehensive Planning 2005).  

Almost 72 percent of the Clark County population identified their race as White in the 
2000 Census. Another 9 percent are African American, while Asians make up 5 percent. 
The Hispanic population comprised 22 percent of the county.  
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Nye County 
Nye County represents about two percent of Nevada’s population, with a total population 
of 41,302 in 2005 and a population density of two persons per square mile.1 The 
projected annual population growth rates are similar to Clark County, though current 
population estimates appear to have already outpaced the projections. The most recent 
population projection forecasts an increase to more than 45,000 by the year 2010, and a 
further increase to almost 58,000 by the year 2024 (Hardcastle 2004). However, with a 
current population of over 41,000, it is quite possible that the county will exceed the 
forecasted 45,000 by 2010.  

Pahrump is located west of the Spring Mountains NRA and had an estimated population 
of 33,241 in 2005, or over 80 percent of the Nye County population. In 1996, the 
population of Pahrump was just 17,540, so the population has grown nearly 90 percent 
in just nine years. Pahrump echoes the county racial profile, with 91 percent White 
residents. Age and employment statistics suggest that Pahrump is a popular retiree 
community, as 26 percent of the population is age 62 and older. This compares with 14 
percent in the Las Vegas division and 17 percent in Mt. Charleston in the 62 and older 
age group. Also, 51 percent of the Pahrump population is not in the labor force, which 
also suggests a high retiree population.  

4.1.2 Housing and Development 
Housing statistics indicate that there were 675,558 residential units in Clark County 
(92 percent occupied) and 16,034 in Nye County. Annual new housing sales in Clark 
County alone have steadily grown from 17,903 sales in 1995 to 29,248 in 2004. To 
accommodate the expected population growth in Clark County over the next 15 years 
(2005 to 2020), another 322,724 housing units will be required.2 More than 
242,000 residential units were added in Clark County between 1990 and 2000 (U.S. 
Department of Commerce 2000).  

A wide range of housing options are underway to meet this demand, including several 
master-planned communities, such as Kyle Canyon Gateway, Summerlin, Aliante, and 
Southern Highlands. Kyle Canyon Gateway will be located directly adjacent to the Red 
Rock Canyon National Conservation Area, which borders the Spring Mountains NRA. 
This proposed development of an estimated 15,000 housing units illustrates the 
increased urbanization near the Spring Mountains NRA and is also an example of how 
the growing population has the potential to benefit from and impact the Spring Mountains 
NRA. 

4.1.3 Employment and Income 
Employment in the Las Vegas Metropolitan Statistical Area totaled 885,500 in 2004. 
Between 1989 and 1999, new employment increased by 83 percent, with an average 
annual growth rate of 6.2 percent (U.S. Department of Commerce 2005). This rapid 
employment growth enabled Clark County to maintain a low unemployment rate; in 
2004, it was 4.4 percent, lower than the national average of 5.5 percent for the same 
period.  

                                                 
1 Extrapolated from data presented in U.S. Census Bureau State and County Quickfacts, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/32/32023.html. 
2 This calculation is based on the Clark County population projected for the year 2020 (2,999,953), and assuming 2.7 persons per household.  
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Average Clark County earnings (wages and proprietor income) per job in 2003 were 
$41,743. Las Vegas’ entertainment industry attracts thirty-seven million visitors every 
year (Las Vegas Convention and Visitor Authority Website 2006); these visitors fuel the 
Accommodations and Food Services sector, which represents almost 24 percent of all 
local jobs and accounts for 16 percent of earnings. This is followed by retail trade and 
construction industry, providing 10.8 and 9 percent of county employment, respectively 
(U.S. Department of Commerce 2005).  

Data for different residential areas suggest differing levels of affluence within the region. 
For example, household median income in Mt. Charleston was $63,125 in 2000, which 
was high relative to the Las Vegas and Pahrump, with median household incomes of 
$44,623, and $34,860, respectively. 

4.2 RECREATION 
Many of the physical and biological elements of the Spring Mountains landscape that 
create a unique natural environment are the same features that draw humans to the 
landscape. In particular, the swift elevation change in the Spring Mountains that results 
in rapid ecosystem transitions also creates a variety of natural environments and cooler 
climates for people to enjoy throughout the year. In the summer, the elevation of the 
Spring Mountains provides a cooler recreational setting and gives nearby residents and 
visitors a respite from summertime heat, while snowfall in the winter affords 
recreationists the opportunity to engage in snow activities such as skiing, snowshoeing, 
and snow play. Additionally, the limestone geology of the Spring Mountains has been 
shaped through time into stunning cliffs, providing beautiful scenery as well as 
exceptional rock climbing.  

The diverse biological and physical landscape of the Spring Mountains provides a 
special opportunity for visitors to experience multiple ecosystems within short distances, 
recreate in cooler temperatures and in forested areas, and view panoramic desert vistas 
from a high elevation vantage point, all within a short drive from Las Vegas. The unique 
characteristics of the Spring Mountains draw approximately 2 million visitors annually to 
the Spring Mountains NRA to participate in such varied activities as hiking, camping, 
scenic driving, rock climbing, skiing, snow play, horseback riding, off-highway vehicle 
(OHV) use, mountain biking, hunting, bird watching, and photography (USFS Website 
2006). As the southern Nevada population increases and becomes more diverse, the 
visitation and the number of activities pursued on the Spring Mountains is also 
increasing.  

4.2.1 Developed Recreational Facilities 
With the exception of two trailheads, all developed recreational facilities are clustered on 
the east side of the Spring Mountains NRA in Kyle and Lee Canyons, or on the (SR 158 
(Deer Creek Highway) linking the two canyons (Figure 1-6). Developed sites include six 
campgrounds and six picnic areas; in total there are approximately 150 campsites and 
150 picnic sites at these facilities. Campsites vary in size from single family to a group 
site accommodating 60 people. Recreation vehicle (RV) spaces and handicap 
accessible sites are also available. 

Most of these developed facilities are open between April or May and mid-October. 
However, one picnic area in each canyon is open year-round, as is one campground in 
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Kyle Canyon. A small Forest Service Visitor Center located in Kyle Canyon is also open 
year-round. Forest Service planning efforts are underway that may add additional 
recreational facilities in the Middle Kyle Canyon area as well as in the west and southern 
areas of the Spring Mountains NRA. Due to the popularity of the area, roadways and 
parking lots providing access to the developed facilities and other areas within Kyle and 
Lee Canyons and along SR 158 often become congested on holidays and when there is 
snow.   

The Spring Mountains provide the only snow sport opportunities in southern Nevada. 
The Cathedral Rock and Foxtail picnic areas in Kyle and Lee canyons remain open in 
the winter for snow play visitors. The Spring Mountains NRA also offers the closest snow 
skiing to Las Vegas; the Las Vegas Ski and Snowboard Resort is located at the tip of 
Lee Canyon. The resort, located on National Forest Service land, is operated by a 
private business under a special use permit from the Forest Service. It features four lifts 
and 11 ski runs with a vertical drop of 860 feet (Las Vegas Ski and Snowboard Resort 
Website 2006). 

Although detailed information on daily visits to the Spring Mountains NRA is not 
available for all sites, some information on usage at campgrounds and picnic areas 
suggests that visitation ranges widely by season and day of the week (American Land & 
Leisure 2004). For example, a preliminary review of visitor data for the popular Cathedral 
Rock picnic area in Kyle Canyon suggests that over 700 people on average visited each 
weekend day in the summer (American Land and Leisure 2004). Sundays were 
particularly popular. During the same period, approximately 60 people visited in the 
middle of the week. In October, these numbers fell to about 350 visitors per weekend 
day, and 50 per midweek day. Winter usage was more limited, with an estimated 50 
people per day on weekends3 and 20 during the week. According to Spring Mountains 
NRA staff, however, winter visitation at developed sites as well as informal sites can 
exceed summer visitation when there is snow. 

4.2.2 Trails 
There are currently 12 Forest System Non-Motorized Trails on the Spring Mountains 
NRA, totaling approximately 50 miles. These designated trails are predominantly used 
by hikers and equestrians and are primarily located on the east side of the Spring 
Mountains NRA in the developed canyons of Lee and Kyle or in the Mt. Charleston 
Wilderness Area. There are eight trailheads in the Spring Mountains NRA, with six of 
them located in Lee and Kyle canyons and two located off other east-side access roads 
(Harris Springs Road and Cold Creek Road). In addition to the Forest System trails, 
there are many miles of user-created trails on the Spring Mountains NRA. These 
“unofficial” trails have been developed through informal usage and were not constructed 
by the Forest Service, nor are they maintained. 

                                                 
3 The number of people was not included in the visitation figures for December, only the number of parking tags purchased. Therefore, the average 
number of people visiting the area per parking tag was calculated from the data for June through October 2004 and applied to the December 2005 
parking tag data to estimate the number of visitors. 
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Figure 1-6 Developed Recreation Facilities - Spring Mountains National 
Recreation Area 
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Figure 1-6 BACK 
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There are also approximately 54 miles of planned motorized trails on the Spring 
Mountains NRA providing for OHV recreation. These planned motorized trails were 
designated by the Forest Service in its 2003 Motorized Trails Designation Project. The 
Motorized Trails Designation Project decision was implemented in 2006-2007. Since 
project implementation, all motorized trails have been clearly signed, and all areas in the 
Spring Mountains NRA not designated as planned motorized trails or roads are now 
closed to OHV use. 

Dispersed Recreation
Many visitors to the Spring Mountains NRA 
recreate outside of the developed trails, 
roads, campgrounds, and picnic areas. 
Activities such as camping, hunting, 
shooting, OHV use, horseback riding, 
picnicking, and backcountry hiking that 
take place outside of the developed areas, 
are known as “dispersed recreation 
activities.”. Dispersed recreation areas are 
typically concentrated along roads and 
motorized trails. Although use of the 
developed campgrounds and picnic areas 
requires a fee, the Forest Service charges 
no fees for these dispersed recreation 
activities. Recreation use in dispersed 
areas is mostly unregulated. However, the 
Forest Service does encourage larger 
groups to use eight specific dispersed 
camping spots on the Spring Mountains NRA that can accommodate larger numbers of 
people. The Motorized Trails Designation Project decision of 2003 allowed motorized 
access to these sites to continue. 

 
South Loop Trail Showing Uphill Challenges, 
August 27, 2004 

Rock climbing is a popular dispersed recreation activity on the Spring Mountains NRA. 
The limestone cliffs of the Spring Mountains not only provide habitat to several sensitive 
plant and bat species, but are also superb rock-climbing terrain. According to the 2006 
Spring Mountain Wilderness Rock Climbing Inventory, there are three climbing areas on 
the Spring Mountains, all located in the Mt. Charleston Wilderness Area accessible from 
the developed canyons (Great Basin Institute 2006). A total of 135 routes on 13 walls 
are climbed at these three areas, which have been called the “best limestone sport 
climbing in America” (Las Vegas Review Journal Website 2006). The limestone in the 
Spring Mountains provides a very different, more difficult sport climbing experience than 
the sandstone at neighboring Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area and other 
nearby locations; additionally, the climbing season at Mt. Charleston begins when the 
climbing season ends at other locations due to high summer temperatures (Botsford 
2006).  

4.2.3 Spring Mountains NRA in the Regional Recreation Context  
In addition to the Spring Mountains NRA, public lands in the Las Vegas vicinity include 
seven other congressionally-designated areas: Red Rock Canyon National Conservation 
Area, Desert National Wildlife Refuge Complex (which includes four National Wildlife 
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Refuges), Sloan Canyon National Conservation Area, and Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area (see Figure 1-1). There are also two Nevada State Parks, Valley of Fire 
State Park and Spring Mountain Ranch State Park, as well as an additional three million 
acres of public lands in the area, primarily managed by the BLM.  

These other public recreation lands provide numerous opportunities for such activities as 
hiking, biking, camping, OHV recreation, rock climbing, water recreation, and 
sightseeing. With the exception of Desert National Wildlife Refuge, however, these 
recreation lands are located at lower elevations with high summer temperatures. Desert 
National Wildlife Refuge does include high elevation backcountry terrain for 
backpackers, hikers, and equestrians, but there are few official trails on the refuge and 
vehicular access is by dirt roads on which high clearance vehicles are recommended 
(Sprunger 2006). The Spring Mountains NRA uniquely provides southern Nevada 
residents and visitors easy access to higher elevations, with the associated cooler 
temperatures, alpine ecosystems, and snow sports. 

4.3 TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEM 

4.3.1 Roads 
The Spring Mountains NRA 
transportation system 
consists of three primary 
roadways – Kyle Canyon 
(SR 157), Lee Canyon (SR 
156), and Deer Creek (SR 
158), all located on the east 
side of the Spring 
Mountains NRA providing 
access from the Las Vegas 
Valley via U.S. 95. These 
roadways provide easy 
access to the campgrounds, 
trailheads, picnic areas, 
educational and interpretive facilities, and the Las Vegas Ski and Snowboard Resort, as 
well as to private property in-holdings/communities surrounded by lands managed by the 
Forest Service. State Routes 157, 156, and 158 are the primary transportation facilities 
serving visitors to the Spring Mountains NRA. State Route 160 passes through the 
Spring Mountains NRA and provides paved access to National Forest lands in the 
vicinity of Mountain Springs. Lovell Canyon Road is the only paved route to provide 
access into the west side from SR 160. County Road 202 to Cold Creek is the only 
paved road providing access to the north side of the Spring Mountains NRA. Limited 
access into the Spring Mountains NRA may be gained along a number of unpaved 
secondary Forest Service system roads, including Wheeler Pass, Wallace, Carpenter, 
Trout, Clark, and Lovell canyons, as well as Horseshutem Spring (Federal Highway 
Administration 2002). Rocky Gap Road is not accessible.  

Traffic Congestion on Kyle Canyon Road 
January 1, 2005 

Access and mobility needs in the Spring Mountains NRA are closely linked to other 
transportation needs, such as safety and parking. According to Nevada Department of 
Transportation (NDOT) records, the average annual daily traffic volumes on Kyle and 
Lee Canyon roads are about 1,300 and 300 vehicles per day, respectively. However, the 
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overwhelming majority of this travel occurs on weekends. Spring Mountains NRA roads 
are lightly traveled during the week, but on weekends congestion is common around the 
more popular parking areas and destinations, particularly during snow events and/or on 
holidays. On New Year’s Day, 2005, for example, over 6,000 vehicles were driven in the 
Spring Mountains NRA on SR 156 and 157. Currently, no publicly sponsored 
transportation alternatives to the use of private vehicles are available either to or within 
the Spring Mountains NRA and visitors are often unaware of road and traffic conditions 
until they reach the recreation area (Mount Charleston Transportation Study Website 
2006). 

4.3.2 Parking Resources 
The Forest Service currently provides for a wide range of recreational opportunities on 
the Spring Mountains NRA in its campgrounds, trails, picnic areas, ski area, and 
dispersed areas. Spring Mountains NRA visitors park in designated and informal, 
undesignated parking areas, as well as no-parking areas along state highways and in 
private residential areas. Examples of areas where people park along the street in 
undesignated areas include Lee Meadows along Lee Canyon Road, and Trail Canyon 
and the curve approaching Cathedral Rock Trailhead along Kyle Canyon Road. The type 
and condition of designated parking resources varies throughout the Spring Mountains 
NRA and includes areas along roadsides, spaces for RVs, and areas that are unpaved 
and unmarked. There are an estimated 1,770 parking spaces along the three state 
scenic byways (SR 156, 157, and 158) of the Spring Mountains NRA. There are 
approximately 300 parking spaces along Kyle Canyon Road, 235 spaces along Deer 
Creek Road, and 1,250 along Lee Canyon Road (NDOT 1995). 

Utilization of existing parking resources was measured for the Spring Mountains 
Transportation Study Technical Report during Memorial Day weekend of 2004. Parking 
counts during snow conditions were not available. Twenty-three parking areas were 
monitored on an hourly basis between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. The number of cars parked in 
each area was noted, as were any overflow vehicles parked outside of designated 
areas. Eight of the twenty-two parking areas experienced overflow parking during the 
observation period. Overflow vehicles included those parked away from the designated 
parking area and those that were unable to park because designated spaces were full. 
For example, at the Cathedral Rock Trailhead, which is one of the most heavily used 
parking areas, the number of overflow vehicles was almost double the number of 
designated parking spaces, and multiple cars were parked illegally along the roadside. In 
other areas, such as Echo Trail and McWilliams Campground, overflow parking occurred 
off-site even though spaces were available in the designated parking areas (Mount 
Charleston Transportation Study Website 2006).  

There are inconsistencies in signs related to “No Parking” posted along Kyle Canyon 
Road and in general throughout the developed canyons (SR 156, 157, and 158) of the 
Spring Mountains NRA. The discrepancies with posted signs makes it confusing for the 
visitors to conform to the parking requirements. For example, immediately east of the 
lower Cathedral parking area there are restroom facilities, and further east of the 
facilities, there is a dumpster and vacant space available for garbage/service trucks. This 
is currently signed as a ‘No Parking’ zone, although there are no pavement markings. 
Motorists commonly park in this area (NDOT 1995). 
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4.4 RESOURCE EXTRACTION 
The Humboldt-Toiyabe Forest Plan designates the forest lands of the Spring Mountains 
NRA as unsuitable for domestic livestock grazing or timber production. Grazing would 
only be allowed when it would help to achieve resource objectives. The Spring 
Mountains NRA is not designated suitable for timber production because the lands with 
commercially viable timber are deemed to be more valuable for scenic and ecological 
purposes than as sources of wood products (USFS 1996). Timber cutting may take 
place in the Spring Mountains NRA to achieve resource objectives, as necessary for 
construction projects, or to achieve desired ecological conditions. Additionally, dead or 
downed wood for firewood may be gathered from the Spring Mountains NRA by permit.  

While domestic livestock grazing is not designated a suitable use on the Spring 
Mountains NRA, portions are designated for wild horses and burros as Herd 
Management Areas with established Herd Management Levels (USFS 1996). These 
areas are located south of SR 160 and on sections of the western and northern parts of 
the Spring Mountains NRA outside of the Mt. Charleston Wilderness Area and the 
developed canyons. Much of the BLM land surrounding the Spring Mountains NRA is 
also designated as suitable for wild horses and burros.  

The Spring Mountains National Recreation Area Act withdrew almost all of the Spring 
Mountains NRA from mining under the mineral leasing and geothermal leasing laws 
(USFS 1996). The exception to this withdrawal is a parcel of approximately 480 acres 
located in the southern portion of the Spring Mountains NRA that remains open to entry 
under mineral and leasing laws. Additionally, any valid mineral rights existing at the time 
of the Spring Mountains National Recreation Area Act are not affected by the withdrawal.  

Hunting and trapping are allowed on the Spring Mountains NRA. Big game species 
include elk, deer, desert bighorn sheep, and mountain lion; a permit is required for big 
game hunting. Upland game birds include chukar, quail, and mourning dove. Hunters 
and trappers must possess a valid license from the Nevada Department of Wildlife 
(NDOW). 

4.5 CULTURAL RESOURCES 

4.5.1 Historic Significance to Indigenous Peoples 
The Spring Mountains NRA landscape includes numerous places of cultural significance. 
The cultural resources include plants used for traditional food and clothing, graves, rock 
art, and places of religious and cultural importance to the Nuwuvi people. The Spring 
Mountains themselves, and Mt. Charleston in particular, are known as the place of 
creation for these people whose modern descendants include the Southern Paiutes. The 
Southern Paiute people believe that essential power or energy (puha) flows through the 
mountains in channels, and water in any form such as springs, steam, rain, and snow is 
closely associated with puha. In general there is a connection between higher elevations 
and puha. Other important uses of the land by the original inhabitants include sites for 
tool-making, healing places, rites of passage sites, and ceremonial dance sites. The 
Southern Paiute people believe they are the moral, spiritual, and cultural stewards for 
these lands, and they work with the Forest Service toward these ends.  
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4.5.2 Historic Significance to European Settlers 
Of historic significance, the Spring Mountains NRA includes part of the Old Spanish Trail 
that was initially used for slave trafficking in the early 19th and possibly late 18th century. 
The trail runs through Mt. Springs pass in the southern portion of the Spring Mountains 
NRA. Western settlers, Forty-niners, and others with mining interests also used the trail, 
springs, and agricultural fields of the Paiutes in the southern portion of the Spring 
Mountains through the middle of the 19th century. Other sites of significance in the 
historic context are tied to National Historic Register themes of Conservation, 
Politics/Government, Military, and Architecture. The Kyle Canyon guard station includes 
nine buildings, six of which are eligible for the Historic Register for several themes 
including Depression Era Construction. The Kyle Canyon Cap House and the Lee 
Canyon Guard Station are also eligible for the National Historic Register. In addition to 
these historic resources, the Mt. Charleston peak has been a popular tourism site since 
the early 1900s, and the Mt. Charleston Lodge and Resort has been a popular retreat 
from Las Vegas heat since the late 1950s. 

5.0 SPRING MOUNTAINS NRA MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 
Land use in and surrounding the Spring Mountains NRA is managed by six entities: The 
Forest Service, BLM, Clark County, Nye County, the City of Pahrump, and the City of 
Las Vegas. The Spring Mountains were managed by the BLM until the National Forest 
and Public Lands of Nevada Enhancement Act of 1988 transferred 662,000 acres, 
including the approximately 316,000 acres that now comprise the Spring Mountains 
NRA, from BLM to Forest Service jurisdiction. These 316,000 acres were managed as a 
Forest Service Ranger District until the Spring Mountains NRA was established by 
Congress in 1993. 

The Spring Mountains NRA Act (PL-103-63) of 1993, the General Management Plan 
(GMP) for the Spring Mountains NRA an Amendment to the Land and Resource 
Management Plan, Toiyabe National Forest (1996), the Spring Mountains CA (1998), 
and the Clark County MSHCP (which has incorporated the CA) are the documents 
referenced when accomplishing the management goals (see Introduction) of the Spring 
Mountains NRA by the Forest Service. None of these plans have been reviewed for 
compatibility with current demands for recreational development and public use of the 
Spring Mountains NRA. Since these plans were approved, the Las Vegas population has 
grown to more than 1.7 million people and the Pahrump Valley has grown from 10,000 to 
over 30,000 people.  

Additional management policies and objectives apply to other Federal special-
designated areas within the Spring Mountains NRA. These areas include three 
Wildernesses, one Wilderness Study Area (WSA), and one Forest Service Research 
Natural Area (RNA). A total of approximately 137,000 acres are located in these areas, 
or 43 percent of the Spring Mountains NRA.  

Within the boundaries of the Spring Mountains NRA are private lands not under the 
jurisdiction of the Forest Service. The Mt. Charleston community is surrounded by the 
Spring Mountains NRA, and is governed by the Board of County Commissioners of Clark 
County. The Mt. Charleston Town Advisory Board advises the Clark County Board of 
County Commissioners on policy issues of local interest, such as transportation and 
development (NDOT 1995). In addition to this township, there are two other informally 
designated communities within the boundaries, Trout Canyon on the west side and Cold 
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Creek on the northeast side of the Spring Mountains that contain a substantial number of 
people.  

Surrounding the Spring Mountains NRA is federal property managed by the BLM, 
including Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area. As BLM lands are made 
available for development under the 1988 Southern Nevada Public Land Management 
Act, the area surrounding the Spring Mountains NRA is becoming increasingly 
urbanized, and the City of Las Vegas is rapidly expanding northward. Recent city 
annexations and development planned at U.S. 95 at the primary access route into the 
Spring Mountains NRA are resulting in a proximate population on the east side of the 
Spring Mountains NRA (NDOT 1995). The Town of Pahrump, which is located on the 
west side of the NRA, is also experiencing population growth. 

5.1 SPRING MOUNTAINS NATIONAL RECREATION AREA GENERAL 
MANAGEMENT PLAN (GMP) 

The GMP provides the goals, objectives, desired future conditions, standards, and 
guidelines for the recreation area as a whole, in addition to the four specific 
management areas within the Spring Mountains NRA. Results from the landscape 
analysis can guide development by identifying and setting priorities for social, physical, 
and biological needs and capabilities within the Spring Mountains NRA. This analysis is 
expected to support planning processes, including GMP plan amendments if conflicts 
between plan features and ecosystem capabilities and protection needs are identified. 

The following are key forest-wide goals set forth in the Land and Resource Management 
Plan, Toiyabe National Forest (1986) that apply to the Spring Mountains NRA (USFS 
1996): 

• Increase recreation opportunities, 

• Provide an effective fire management program,  

• Protect wilderness values and provide quality wilderness experiences,  

• Improve water quality and manage riparian areas,  

• Recognize and protect threatened, endangered, and sensitive species,  

• Enhance fish and game populations,  

• Identify, evaluate, and protect significant cultural resources,  

• Provide for special uses when in the public interest and private land is not 
available,  

• Adjust land ownership to optimize public benefits and administration,  

• Provide a safe and efficient transportation network,  

• Develop or improve facilities for resource management and health and safety,  
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• Preserve and protect research values in research natural areas,  

• Provide goods and services within capacity of the environment, and 

• Minimize epidemic outbreaks of pests and diseases.  

Under the GMP, which was written to reflect the goals of the Spring Mountains National 
Recreation Area Act (see section 1.1 Introduction), the NRA is managed to achieve six 
general purposes, which provide themes for organization of more specific goals, 
objectives, and standards and guidelines (USFS 1996): 

• Conservation of scenic, scientific, historic, cultural, and other values contributing 
to the public enjoyment,  

• Conservation of fish and wildlife populations and habitat,  

• Protection of watersheds and the maintenance of free flowing streams and the 
quality of ground and surface waters,  

• Public outdoor recreation benefits,  

• Wilderness areas as designated by Congress, and 

• Management and use of natural resources in a manner compatible with the 
purposes for which the Spring Mountains NRA was established.  

Specifically, the goals for the Spring Mountains NRA are: 1) to conserve the health, 
diversity, integrity, and beauty of the ecosystem, 2) to protect American Indian cultural 
uses and heritage resources, 3) to avoid disruptions to current uses and users of the 
Spring Mountains, and 4) where consistent with the above, to provide additional 
opportunities for recreation. The GMP recommends providing additional opportunities for 
recreation, where consistent with other management objectives. Because of population 
growth in the Las Vegas Valley and Pahrump Valley, demand for recreation in the NRA 
has outstripped the capacity of existing facilities. The GMP calls for the development of 
trails, campgrounds, picnic areas, interpretive facilities, and commercial developments 
that are consistent with the goals of conserving the health, diversity, integrity and beauty 
of the ecosystem. A summary of key forest-wide standards and guidelines as they apply 
to the Spring Mountains is presented below.  

Table 1-3 Key Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines with Application to Spring Mountains NRA 

Issue Standards and Guidelines 

Achieve designated visual quality objectives; harden sites where occupancy is greater than 
40% and resource damage is occurring; require “pack-out” of refuse from undeveloped 
recreation areas; no new recreation residence permits will be issued.  

Recreation 

All wildfires will receive suppression response (confine, contain, or control); vegetation 
manipulation may be required to meet protection objectives; use planned, prescribed fire to 
improve or enhance resource outputs; use planned and unplanned ignitions to restore natural 
ecosystems in Wilderness; prepare fire rehabilitation plan for all fires larger than 300 acres.  

Fire and Fuels 
Management 

Range Management 
Require supplemental feed for recreational livestock use, as necessary; achieve or maintain 
rangeland in satisfactory condition; manage wild horses and burros to populations compatible 
with resources capability.  
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Table 1-3 Key Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines with Application to Spring Mountains NRA 

Issue Standards and Guidelines 

Protect bristlecone, including deadwood, for aesthetic and scientific value; treatments in 
pinyon-juniper will not promote invasion by cheatgrass; clearings in pinyon-juniper will 
generally be limited to fewer than 40 acres; treat pinyon-juniper for livestock, deer and elk, 
habitat diversity, or sustained yield of pinyon-juniper. Implement “Best Management 
Practices” for protection of water quality; meet or exceed state water quality standards; soil 
disturbing activities, except construction, will not exceed soil loss tolerance limits (500 
lbs/ac/yr); protect and secure water rights necessary for National Forest System 
management. Assert federal reserved water rights for watershed management and fire 
protection.  

Timber 

Give preference to riparian area-dependent resources over other resources; manage riparian 
areas to achieve or maintain medium or high ecological status; use fencing for protection only 
where no viable alternative exists; maintain or improve riparian areas to a “good” or 
“excellent” condition where Lahontan Cutthroat Trout (LCT) are present; maintain at least 
90% natural bank stability where LCT are present, 80% otherwise; avoid support of floodplain 
development wherever a practical alternative exists; preserve the natural and beneficial 
values served by floodplains; provide fish passage at all crossings of known fish habitat; 
prohibit stream channel changes contiguous to recreation areas; streams will not be 
channelized to protect recreation structures from flooding. 

Riparian Areas 

Retain minimum of two snags per acre in mixed conifer; retain minimum of four snags per 
acre in riparian areas; retain 60% of naturally occurring snags in pinyon-juniper; manage ten 
percent of mixed conifer as old growth habitat; manage ecosystems containing sensitive 
species to maintain or increase populations and achieve recovery; browse utilization by wild 
horses on key winter ranges will not exceed 30%; limit predator control to specific problem 
animals and/or areas; use timber sales and pinyon-juniper management to improve wildlife 
habitat; retain an average of three downed logs per acre as wildlife habitat. 

Wildlife and Fish 

Threatened, 
Endangered, and 
Sensitive Plan Species 

Manage habitats to achieve recovery of listed species, and ensure that sensitive species do 
not become threatened or endangered. Prohibit taking of threatened and endangered 
species except under a USFWS permit.  

Conduct Forest-wide programmatic inventory and a heritage resource overview; conduct a 
heritage resources inventory prior to ground disturbing projects; evaluate all heritage 
resources for National Register eligibility; use avoidance and data recovery when significant 
resources may be affected; protect significant resources from disturbance or natural 
deterioration; encourage academic research.  

Heritage Resources 

Retain existing ownership, and acquire available lands within Congressional designations 
(including National Recreation Area); locate land lines by survey, and identify by posting and 
marking lines.  

Lands 

Provide user safety, convenience, and land management efficiency; build roads to minimize 
resources impact, and reclaim unless needed for future; aggressively acquire rights of way; 
maintain buildings and utilities to protect investment; ensure health and safety. Acquire all 
district office buildings and support complexes in fee title; manage water systems to preserve 
water quality and protect public health.  

Transportation System 
and Facilities 

Encourage exploration, development (applies only to area not withdrawn); minimize adverse 
impacts to surface resources and provide for reclamation; minimize need for access, and 
close roads after use, unless needed; in areas withdrawn from entry, conduct validity exams 
on mining proposals; develop new common variety areas only when no reasonable 
alternative sites are available outside of the National Forest area.  

Minerals 

Select new commercial permittees through a competitive process; first priority for utilities will 
be existing corridors; National Forest System land will not be available to uses that can be 
accommodated on private lands; utility lines generally will be buried. 

Special Uses 

Air Quality Cooperate with regulatory agencies to prevent deterioration of air quality. 

Research Natural Areas 

Permit only management practices necessary to preserve natural vegetation; discourage or 
prohibit public uses that modify RNAs; Do not permit physical improvements; protect from 
fires, insects, diseases, animals not part of natural processes; wildfires will be allowed to 
burn, unless they threaten persons or property outside RNA; no cleanup or reforestation 
following wildfires; take no action against endemic insects, diseases, or animals; where 
RNAs occur within a Wilderness, the most restrictive guidelines apply.  
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5.1.1 General Management Plan Management Areas 
The GMP for the Spring Mountains NRA divides the Spring Mountains into four 
management areas (Figure 1-7). Each management area is comprised of contiguous 
lands with similar topography, geology, ecology, public uses, and land and resource 
issues. These management areas in the Spring Mountains NRA include: 

Table 1-4 Management Area Acreage 

Management Area No. Name Acres 

11 Developed Canyons 72,200 

12 Mt. Charleston Wilderness 55,100 

13 West side Spring Mountains NRA 129,200 

14 Mt. Stirling 58,000 

 

Management Area 11 
Management Area 11 (Developed Canyons) includes the most well-known, utilized, and 
ecologically diverse parts of the Spring Mountains. It includes upper Kyle and Lee 
canyons and Cold and Willow creeks. This management area extends along the east 
side of the Spring Mountains below the Mt. Charleston Wilderness, and is bound on the 
north by the Mt. Stirling WSA, and south by the La Madre Mountain Wilderness. 

In Management Area 11, new development in upper Kyle and Lee canyons would be 
limited, while distributing use and facilities to other areas of the Spring Mountains NRA, 
including the lower canyons. A higher emphasis is placed on protection of native 
species, ecological processes, and heritage resources, incorporating these 
considerations into the management of recreation areas. Fire management and 
vegetation treatments to reduce fire spread area are also stressed. The wild horses and 
elk populations in Cold Creek would be reduced from current levels, while managing 
recreation use more carefully to allow riparian areas such as Willow Creek to recover. 

Management Area 12 
Management Area 12 (Mt. Charleston Wilderness) includes the high peaks at the crest 
of the Spring Mountain Range surrounding Charleston Peak. It includes Fletcher 
Canyon, Robbers’ Roost, and Mummy and Trough springs. This management area 
follows the boundary of the Mt. Charleston Wilderness, designated by Congress in 1989, 
and includes the Carpenter Canyon RNA and the sensitive alpine areas. 

In Management Area 12, restoration and protection of those characteristics that make 
the Wilderness a special place would be stressed: rare plants, an untrammeled 
appearance, and opportunities for primitive recreation. More than in other management 
areas, some recreational uses would be restricted (e.g., campfires, overnight camping) 
in order to protect wilderness and ecological values. Prescribed natural fires would burn 
within specific parameters. 

Management Area 13 
Management Area 13 (West-side Spring Mountains NRA) includes most of the less 
developed west slope of the Spring Mountains. It includes Clark, Wallace, Carpenter, 
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Trout, and Lovell canyon areas, and Wheeler Wash and Mt. Potosi. This management 
area is bound by the Mt. Stirling WSA to the north and the Mt. Charleston Wilderness to 
the east. To the south and west, it extends to the boundary of the NRA. It also includes 
those portions of the LaMadre Mountain and Rainbow Mountain Wildernesses which lie 
within the Spring Mountains NRA boundary. 

In Management Area 13, increased levels of recreation development and service and 
increased multi-use trails and campsites at appropriate locations would be provided, to 
distribute recreational use throughout the Spring Mountains NRA. At the same time, 
increased protection for heritage resource sites and the unique environment of 
Carpenter Canyon and both wildernesses would be provided. 

Management Area 14 
Management Area 14 (Mt. Stirling) includes the remote and undeveloped northwestern 
end of the Spring Mountains NRA. This management area includes the Mt. Stirling WSA 
and the surrounding lands to the north (Big Timber and Jaybird Springs) and west 
(Horseshutem and Santa Cruz springs). 

Management Area 14 would retain Mt. Stirling’s essentially undeveloped, roadless 
character, avoiding development of major recreation facilities. Management treatments 
would be designed to mimic or restore ecological processes such as fire, while 
maintaining the WSAs suitability for wilderness designation pending Congressional 
action. 

5.2 CONSERVATION AGREEMENT FOR THE SPRING MOUNTAINS 
NATIONAL RECREATION AREA (CA) (SEE ALSO SECTION 3.3) 

The CA is a formal agreement outlining responsibilities for the Forest Service, USFWS, 
NDOW, and the State of Nevada Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 
(DCNR), in providing long-term protection for the rare flora and fauna of the Spring 
Mountains NRA (USFS 1998). The DCNR involved in the implementation of the CA 
includes Nevada Division of Forestry, and Nevada Natural Heritage Program (NNHP). 
The CA is intended to reflect an ecosystem management approach to conservation of 
endemic and sensitive species. Thus, the following guidelines (based on Grumbine 
1994) have been adopted as the basis for sustaining viable species, populations, 
habitats, and ecosystem integrity:  

• Maintain viable populations of all native species in their natural habitats. 

• Represent, within protected areas, all native ecosystem types across their natural 
range of variation. 

• Maintain evolutionary and ecological processes (i.e., disturbance regimes, 
hydrological processes, nutrient cycles, etc.). 

• Manage over periods of time long enough to maintain the evolutionary potential 
of species and the ecosystem.  

• Accommodate human use and occupancy within these constraints. 
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Figure 1-7 Forest Service Management Areas - Spring Mountains National 
Recreation Area 
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Figure 1-7 BACK 
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In achieving this focus, environmental management efforts for the Spring Mountains 
within the context of the CA emphasize management recognition of the hierarchical 
context of ecosystems and seek connections among all levels, including species, 
populations, ecosystems, and landscapes. The emphasis must include working across 
administrative and political boundaries to establish interagency and public cooperation 
and support, an ongoing program of research and monitoring, flexible management 
programs, and acknowledgement that humans are fundamental and unavoidable 
influences on ecological patterns and processes.  

The CA includes a list of conservation actions to be carried out by the Forest Service. 
The conservation actions are arranged in seven action type categories. The first 
category, Project Planning, includes actions that entail early recognition and 
consideration of species protection needs during the course of project planning. The 
remaining six categories involve on-the-ground conservation actions. These categories 
are inventory, monitoring, research, protection, restoration, and education. Refer to the 
CA for a detailed description of the specific conservation actions under the action type 
categories.  

5.3 CLARK COUNTY MULTIPLE SPECIES HABITAT CONSERVATION 
PLAN (MSHCP) (SEE ALSO SECTION 3.3) 

In 2000, the MSHCP was developed for Clark County and NDOT activities within 
specified areas with adjoining counties (RECON 2000). While allowing for the expansion 
of the municipal areas within Clark County, the goal of the MSHCP is providing for 
conservation and management of covered species and their habitats to prevent the need 
to list additional species. The majority of the Spring Mountains NRA lies within Clark 
County; therefore, the majority of it is included in the scope of the MSHCP. The MSHCP 
incorporates the CA and many of the species of concern listed in the CA, 50 of the 57 
species, were brought forward into the MSHCP and are now covered by the permit 
issued for the MSHCP. As a signatory to the Implementation Agreement, the Forest 
Service has made the commitment to implement the MSHCP, and as a result, 
conservation recommendations both from the MSHCP and CA are actively applied into 
management actions considered on the Spring Mountains NRA. 

According to the MSHCP the measurable biological goals for all species include: 

• No net unmitigated loss or fragmentation of habitat within specified federal land 
management designated lands (referred to in the MSHCP as Intensively 
Managed Areas [IMAs] and Less Intensively Managed Areas [LIMAs]) where 
they represent the majority of the habitat.  

• Maintain stable or increasing populations. 

• Develop through the adaptive management process measurable population or 
habitat goals for covered species and their habitats, or a surrogate indicator or 
species groups (see p. 2-8, RECON 2000). 
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5.4 AREAS WITH SPECIAL DESIGNATION IN THE SPRING MOUNTAINS 
NRA 

The Spring Mountains NRA encompasses three Wildernesses and one Wilderness 
Study Area (WSA). Nearly 80,000 acres of the Spring Mountains NRA are protected 
wilderness (25 percent), while nearly 58,000 acres (18 percent) are in the WSA. 
According to the Forest Service Manual, there are 5 objectives of Forest Service 
Wilderness management (USFS Manual 2006): 

1. Maintain and perpetuate the enduring resource of wilderness as one of the 
multiple uses of National Forest System land.  

2. Maintain wilderness in such a manner that ecosystems are unaffected by human 
manipulation and influences so that plants and animals develop and respond to 
natural forces.  

3. Minimize the impact of those kinds of uses and activities generally prohibited by 
the Wilderness Act, but specifically excepted by the Act or subsequent 
legislation.  

4. Protect and perpetuate wilderness character and public values including, but not 
limited to, opportunities for scientific study, education, solitude, physical and 
mental challenge and stimulation, inspiration, and primitive recreation 
experiences.  

5. Gather information and carry out research in a manner compatible with 
preserving the wilderness environment to increase understanding of wilderness 
ecology, wilderness uses, management opportunities, and visitor behavior.  

While there are exceptions for existing private rights and administration of the area, the 
Wilderness Act of 1964 specifies that there shall be no permanent roads, temporary 
roads, installation of structures within a Wilderness Area, or use of motorized or 
mechanized transport. The Act thus restricts human recreation in the Wilderness Areas 
on the Spring Mountains NRA to such non-mechanized recreation as hiking, horseback 
riding, photography, wildlife viewing, and rock climbing. 

WSAs are areas that the BLM identified or studied to determine whether or not that area 
should be recommended for Wilderness to Congress. The 1988 National Forest and 
Public Lands of Nevada Enhancement Act resulted in the transfer of the BLM-identified 
WSA to the Forest Service. The WSA designation requires that the Wilderness 
characteristic(s) be protected until Congress decides whether or not to designate the 
area as Wilderness. 

In addition to the Wilderness Areas and WSA, there is a 4,000-acre Forest Service RNA 
located in the Spring Mountains NRA. RNAs protect some of the finest examples of 
natural ecosystems for the purposes of scientific study and education and for 
maintenance of biological diversity. RNA management should be designed to protect or 
restore the natural ecological communities, species, and processes that the RNA was 
designated to represent and protect (USFS Website 2006). 
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5.4.1 Mount Charleston Wilderness Area 
The Mt. Charleston Wilderness Area was created by the U.S. Congress in 1989. 
Approximately 43,000 acres were designated at this time, while another 14,000 acres 
were added in 2002, for a Wilderness total of roughly 57,000 acres. The Forest Service 
manages over 55,000 acres, while the BLM manages the remaining acreage. The 
Wilderness contains the highest elevations in the Spring Mountains, including the 
summit of Charleston Peak at 11,918 feet. The wilderness not only provides relief from 
the desert environment, but relief from the hot summer heat. 

The area extends completely across the crest of the Spring Mountains and contains 
18,000 acres of bristlecone pine (Pinus longaeva), the most extensive stand of these 
ancient trees to be found in the intermountain ecoregion (Wilderness Institute Website 
2006). These trees are valued for their aesthetic and scientific purposes and are among 
the oldest living organisms in the world. About 40 miles of trails cross this area, 
traversing significant elevation from trailheads to ridge lines. Springs are limited, and 
there are no running creeks. 

5.4.2 Rainbow Mountain Wilderness Area 
The United States Congress designated the approximately 25,000 acre Rainbow 
Mountain Wilderness in 2002. Less than 5,000 acres of this wilderness area are located 
in the Spring Mountains NRA, with the remaining acreage managed by the BLM. This 
wilderness is highly scenic and its sandstone cliffs attract worldwide visitation. It is 
known for its vertical tan and red sandstone cliffs, topped by limestone, that are deeply 
incised by narrow, twisting and heavily vegetated canyons. Elevations range from 4,400 
feet in the canyon bottoms to 7,000 feet at the top of the escarpment. The area is 
wooded with pinyon pine (Pinus monophylla) and scattered stands of ponderosa pine 
trees. In the canyon bottoms, willow (Salix sp.) and ash (Fraxinus sp.) trees are 
common. Scenic viewing, hiking, and rock climbing are the predominant recreation 
activities in this Wilderness. 

5.4.3 LaMadre Mountain Wilderness Area 
The LaMadre Mountain Wilderness Area was established in 2002 and encompasses 
over 47,000 acres, of which approximately 19,000 are managed by the Forest Service 
as part of the Spring Mountains NRA. The wilderness extends into the Red Rock 
Canyon National Conservation Area, which is managed by the BLM. In total, nearly 
28,000 acres of this wilderness are on BLM lands. Hiking and scenic viewing are the 
predominant activities in this Wilderness. 

The LaMadre Wilderness is characterized by a rugged complex of deep canyons, draws, 
summits, and ridges, set off by the deep green of a pinyon-juniper cover. The large 
variation in elevation (6,000 feet) provides for a variety of plant communities, ranging 
from Southern Mojave Desert shrub to pinyon pine woodland and communities of white 
fir and ponderosa pine. LaMadre Mountain and its sheer cliffs on the southeast side are 
the dominant geologic feature. The Keystone Thrust of the older limestone of this range 
has pushed over the younger sandstone; a feature dramatically evident above 
Brownstone Basin. This site is internationally regarded as the single finest example of a 
thrust fault. Sandstone formations in the White Rock Hills and Brownstone Basin are of 
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geological and scenic interest. The brightly colored sandstone contrasts sharply with the 
rugged backdrop of spectacular limestone cliffs. 

5.4.4 Mount Stirling Wilderness Study Area 
The Mt. Stirling WSA encompasses nearly 63,000 acres, of which nearly 58,000 are 
managed by the Forest Service as part of the Spring Mountains NRA. The WSA is a 
land of canyons and ridges with heavy forest cover. This rugged landscape provides 
challenging routes for hikers, while Wheeler Peak and Mt. Stirling offer scenic vistas of 
the surrounding valleys.  

5.4.5 Carpenter Canyon Research Natural Area 
Carpenter Canyon RNA is located along the upper slopes of the Spring Mountains, 
within the Mt. Charleston Wilderness Area and the Spring Mountains NRA. Carpenter 
Canyon RNA consists of two units. The original portion of the RNA (2,250 acres) was 
established in 1973, and an additional 1,759 acres was designated in 1998. Primary 
features of the RNA include: alpine vegetation; old-age and forest-like stands of 
bristlecone pine; a unique flora with a high rate of endemism and rare species; and non-
glaciated alpine landforms. A total of nine representative and unique vegetation types 
and twenty plant and animal species endemic to the Spring Mountains occur within the 
RNA. The vegetation of the RNA is comprised of closed forests, woodlands, and 
shrublands at the lower montane elevations; forests at middle elevations; open 
woodlands at subalpine elevations; and low herbaceous to barren communities in the 
alpine (USFS Website 2006).  

6.0 SPRING MOUNTAINS NRA MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES 
The Spring Mountains NRA has an overall, dual objective of needing to balance growing 
recreation use with long-term conservation of special status species. There are several 
unique challenges to meeting this dual resource management objective. One challenge 
is that the Spring Mountains NRA is in close proximity to almost 2 million people that live 
in Clark and Nye counties. On its eastern side the Spring Mountains NRA is easily 
accessible by several state routes, including 156, 157, and 158, and County Road 202. 
On the west side, the Spring Mountains NRA is accessible from several roads off SR 
160. Easy access from the Las Vegas and Pahrump areas results in periodic traffic 
congestion and crowding problems on the Spring Mountains NRA. 

Given population projections for Clark and Nye counties, recreation use of the Spring 
Mountains NRA is likely to increase. According to the Nevada state demographer’s 
office, the populations of Clark and Nye counties are expected to grow rapidly during the 
next decade. In addition to rapid local population growth, the demographics of the area 
are also shifting towards an older, more racially diverse population. This demographic 
change creates management challenges as different demographic groups often differ in 
their recreation patterns and preferences.  

Approximately 138,000 acres, or nearly fifty percent of the Spring Mountains NRA, is 
designated as Wilderness or a WSA. The proximity of a major urban center to these 
wildernesses and the increased visitation to the Spring Mountains NRA creates a 
challenge for the Forest Service to achieve wilderness management objectives to 
“protect and perpetuate wilderness character” and “maintain wilderness in such a 
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manner that ecosystems are unaffected by human manipulation and influences.” 
Additionally, wilderness management policy prohibits roads and mechanized recreation 
within wilderness boundaries, which limits the area available for development for certain 
recreational activities. 

The limited amount of area suitable for new recreation development and transportation 
infrastructure is a management challenge on the Spring Mountains NRA. The Spring 
Mountains NRA has six developed campgrounds, six picnic areas, eight 
trailhead/staging areas, as well as many miles of motorized and non-motorized trails. 
Some of these areas are at or exceed peak capacity during holiday periods and summer 
weekends. The necessity to protect natural and cultural resources limits new 
development, as do the steep slopes of the Spring Mountains: almost 200,000 acres of 
the Spring Mountains NRA are on slopes greater than 30 percent. Opportunities for 
facility development are further constrained by Forest Service budget limitations. 

The private in-holdings and residential communities situated within the boundaries of the 
Spring Mountains NRA present another management challenge. Many residential 
properties are located in areas of high biodiversity and high recreation use, making it 
difficult for the Forest Service to balance the needs of private land owners and 
recreationists, while also preserving biodiversity and protecting special status species.  
Additionally, many of the private lands within the Spring Mountains NRA are situated 
close to wilderness boundaries, further compounding the difficulty of maintaining the 
wilderness character of these areas. 

Another challenge is managing transportation. During weekends, holidays, and periods 
following fresh snowfall, traffic jams are common on SR 156 and 157. This results in 
illegal parking in private subdivisions, parking along public roads, and trampling of 
vegetation. High levels of traffic create congestion around recreation areas and safety 
issues. High levels of traffic also create situations that prevent or make difficult 
emergency vehicles access, and that could make it difficult to evacuate the canyon 
areas during emergencies such as forest fires (NDOT 1995). 

Finally, resource managers are challenged with management and protection of unique 
biological systems and species diversity. Both the MSHCP and the CA outline 
conservation measures that provide biological goals for the conservation and 
management of these species and their habitats, including with respect to recreational 
activities and management activities such as fire suppression. In these areas of overlap, 
recreation and management activities have impacted or have the potential to impact the 
habitat and viability of special status species, and thereby threaten the biodiversity on 
the Spring Mountains NRA. 

In summary the Spring Mountains NRA has unique challenges due to: 

• Providing recreational opportunities to a large, growing southern Nevada 
population, 

• Regional demographic shifts resulting in diverse recreation demands, 

• Proximity of wilderness areas to a large, urban population, 
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• Presence of private in-holdings and communities within the Spring Mountains 
NRA,  

• Limited areas suitable for new recreation development, 

• Transportation and vehicle parking issues that periodically result in visitor 
capacity and safety problems, 

• Impacts of recreation use and other uses on sensitive species and their habitats, 
and 

• Implementing conservation measures or biological goals as set forth in the CA 
and MSHCP while providing for varied recreation and other management 
activities. 
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